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Abstract This thesis describes X-ray and neutron scattering experiments performed on two examples of modulated structures. The two examples are the
rommensurately modulated low temperature crystal structure of bis(propylammonium)manganese tetrachloride (PAMC) and the the incommensurate!}' modulated
magnetic structure in manganese silicide, MnSi. After an introduction to the subject of modulated structures, the thesis is divided in three parts.
A single crystal elastic neutron scattering experiment between 4.2 and 115 K has
been performed and four-circle X-ray data have been collected at S Kforthe monoclinic C phase of the layered perovskite PAMC. Measurements of the monoclinic
angle show a dependence on the crystalline mosaicity, and thereby on the history
of the crystal. Thus, collection of experimental data which are to be compared
must be performed in the same cooling cycle. The magnetic ordering (7jv = 39 K)
does not give any detectable contribution to the modulation; however, satellite intensities have abrupt changes which coincide with changes in either the nuclear or
the magnetic ordering parameter. This indicates that magnetoelastic effects influence the ordering of the crystal. The crystal structure of the £ phase of PAMC has
been determined at 8 K. The superspace group is P2i/i<0^0)0s, with j3 = 1/3.
The modulation vector flips and locks in to a commensurate value compared to
the 5 phase indicating a "lock-in" and phase shift between adjacent modulated
layers. The modulation waves do not change much from the values of the t phase,
which confirms the lock-in of the modulation vector; only some components of the
modulations of the propylammonium chains appear to be significantly different,
these chains appear to be responsible for the phase shift across the layers.
A small-angle neutron scattering experiment has been performed on the magnetic structure of manganese silicide. In zero field the modulation vectors are
along equivalent (III) directions and the repetition length is ~ 180 A. When a
magnetic field is applied approximately along the [001] direction the modulation
vectors turn towards the field direction, showing domain growth and diverging
peak widths as they approach the [001] direction. From the diffraction pattern
phase 'A' a small phase pocket just below the Neel temperature (29 K), is established to have the modulation vectors directed perpendicular to thefielddirection.
Cooling in zero field shows increasing peak widths at low temperatures, indicating
a lock-in transition below the lowest reached temperature (4.2 K).
To br able to analyse the data of the magnetic order in MnSi, an analytical
calculation of the three dimensional resolution function for a small-angle neutron scattering set-up has been performed. The calculation is done by application
of a combination of phase space analysis and Gaussian approximations for the
neutron distribution as well as for the transmission functions nf the different apertures. To apply the method for analysing single crystal diffraction data, a finite
mosaic spread of the crystal and finite correlation widths of the Bragg reflections
have been introduced in the cross section. Ihe mosaicity and the finite correlation
widths were described by Gaussian distribution functions and the convolutions
were done analytically.
This report is submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for a Ph. D
degree at the University of Copenhagen. The work has been carried out at Risø
National Laboratory, Department of Solid State Physics. Supervisors have been
Bente Lcbech from Risø National Laboratory and Stig Steenstrup from University
of Copenhagen
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Dansk R e s u m é Denne rapport beskriver to eksempler på modulerede strukturer, undersøgt v.h.a. neutron- og røntgenspredning. Det første eksempel er den
kommensurabelt modulerede krystalstruktur i lavtemperaturfasen af bis(propylammoniuni)niangantctraklorid (PAMC). og det andet eksempel er den inkommensurabeli modulerede magnetiske struktur i mangansiiicid. MnSi. I den første del
af rapporten introduceres læseren til modulerede strukturer. De næste to kapitler
• unhandier PAMC- og MnSi-eksperimenterne. og endelig følger et kapitel om den
tredimensionelle oplysningsfunktion for et småvinkelneulroitspektronieter.
l'AMC's ruonokline lavtemperaturfase ((-fasen) er blevet undersøgt med elastisk neutronspredning fra en énkrystal i temperaturintervallet mellem 4.2 K og
115 k. Desuden er data indsamlet ved 8 K på et 4-cirkel røatgendilfraktometer.
Målingerne viser, at den monokline vinkel afhænger af krystalmosaiciteten og
dermed af krystallens forhistorie. Derfor er det vigtigt, at målinger, der skal sammenlignes, udføres i samme temperaturcyklus- Den magnetiske orden bidrager
ikke til de observerede sateilitrenekser, som derimod udviser bratte intensitetsændringer, der falder sammen med ændringer i den nukleare eller den magnetiske
ordensparameter. Dette tyder på at magnetoelastiske vekselvirkninger påvirker
krystallens ordning, (-fasens krystalstruktur er blevet bestemt ved 8 K. Den krystalliserer i superrumgruppen P~2i/b{030)0s med j3 = 1/3. Ved faseovergangen
fra f-fasen til (-fasen fastlåses modulationsvektoren til en kommensurabel værdi.
Samtidigt drejer den. Dette sidste indikerer et faseskift mellem nabolagene. Modulationsbolgerne ændres ikke meget fra f-fasen til (-fasen, dette bekræfter, at modulationsvektoren fastlåses; der er dog nogle komponenter af modulationsbølgen
i propylammoniumkædernc, der er markant ændrede. Kårderne må altså være
ansvarlige for faseskiftet på tværs af lagene.
Mangansilicid er blevet undersøgt ved hjælp af småvinkelneutronspredning Uden ydre magnetisk felt er modulationsvektorerne rettet langs (Ul)-retningerne
og modulationens repetitionslængde er ca. 180 Å. Hvis et magnetisk felt påtrykkes
langs [OOlJ-retningen. drejer modulationsvektorerne ind mod feltretningen. Efterhånden som modulationsvektorerne kommer tættere på [001]-retningen, foretrækkes et domæne frem for de andre, og Bragg toppenes bredder divergerer.
Nedkøling i nulfelt viser voksende bredder ved lave temperaturer, hvilket kunne
indikere en faseovergang med fastlåsning af modulationsvektorerne ved en temperatur under den laveste, der kunne nås (4.2 K). Diffraktionsmønstret i M'-fasen,
en lille faselomme lige under Nécltemperaturcn {29 K), viser, at her er modulationsvektorerne drejet vinkelret på det magnetiske felt.
For at kunne analysere de data, der kom ud af eksperimenterne på MnSi, blev
den tredimensionelle oplysningsfunktion for et småvinkelneutronspektrometer udregnet analytisk ved at bruge faserumsanalyse og Gaussiske tilnærmelser af de
forskellige spalters transmissionsfunktioner. Der er god overensstemmelse mellem
resultater opnået med denne metode og tilsvarende resultater fra Monte Carlo .simuleringer. Den målte intensitet er proportional med spredningstværsnittet
foldet med opløsningsfunktionen. For at kunne anvende metoden til at analysere
énkrystal difTraktionsmålinger er en endelig krystalmosaicitet og endelige korrelationslængder blevet inkluderet i spredningstværsnittet. Krystalmosaiciteten og
de endelige korrelationslængder er blevet beskrevet med Gaussiske funktioner, så
foldningerne kunne udføres analytisk.
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Introduction

In lb*- brginiiing of lhi* century, in 1912. von Law developed an ehmentary theory
• •f <liffra.-ii-m of X-ray* by a perii>dic a m y of atoms and Friedrich k Kaipping
r«-j«»rted th*- tint experimental observation* of X-ray diffrarttua by crystal* [3$].
The following year Bragg reported the determinations of the crystal structures
. f K<1. Natl. KBr and k i
the first crystal structure* determined by X-rays
':>' lht> laid the ground for modern crystallography and for morr than forty
years it was accepted that a perfect crystal mlwmj* could be described a* identical
hkx-ks. stacked in three dimensions This wry simple picture was modified by
tbr discovery of modulated magnetic structures in 1959 and modulated crystal
structures in 1969 and since tbec modulated structures have been one of the hot
topic* within crystallography. A modulated structure is a stntctnre in which there
is coexistence of two or more periodicities t. «. a "normal - crystal structure with
an overlying structure of another periodicity. This overlying stroctnre may for
exsmple be the structure of the magnetic moments, a displacement of same (or
all) of the atoms in the structure, the probability of finding an atom on a specific
site, or a periodicity in the electronic band structure.
Not only crystailographers have found a challenge within this field, here, also
solid state physicists have tried to find explanations for physical properties of
different compounds one of the more famous examples being the importance of
the supers!ructurr of the oxygen ordering in high-TV superconductors.
Modulated magnetic structures have been investigated for many years, as especially the rare earth metals show a large variety of structures. To deal with modulated crystal structures, the four-dimensional superspace formalism was developed
in 1974 [95]. However, not until this formalism was incorporated in computer programmes - easily available from the inventors - did it convert from being an exotic
academic topic of mainly mathematical interest, to be a realistic tool for many
c ryst allographers.
I have investigated two examples of modulated structures: the organic salt
( n i 3 < ' ! l ; f H;XIIjhMn(l| (PAMC) and the itinerant antiferromagnet. manganese
silicidr (MiuSi) PAMC belongs to a structural family of compounds that has been
extensively studied for several reasons. First, they have been mode! systems to s*
tudy two-dimensional magnetism, second, they exhibit ar unusually large number
of structural phase transitions. Three of the phases in PAMC are associated with
a displacivr modulation: I have solved the structure of the monociinic. commensiirately modulated low temperature phase, and also investigated the structural
and the magnetic ordering in this phase.
MnSi was discovered in 1966 to be magnetic with a peculiar magnetic behaviour.
It look several years before a Small-Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) experiment
established the magnetic structure to be a helix of very long repetition length ( ~
20 unit cell*). The formation of the helix ran be explained as an instability of
the ferromagnetic interactions and MnSi has been extensively studied later on.
However. I here has been some discussion on the structure in a small phase pocket
just below the Nee! temperature, phase 'A', and the presence of critical scattering
just above the Neel temperature I participated in experiments performed on MnSi.
where the critical scattering and the origin of phase 'A' were investigated, and later
I performed the data analysis of these data.
To perform the data analysis of the single crystal SANS data it was necessary
to obtain detailed knowledge of the three-dimensional resolution effects of the
SANS instrument, therefore I performed an analytical calculation of the threedimensional resolution function for SANS. As this also has general relevance for
diffraction experiments. I have included it in the thesis.
Riso If 7I7(KN)
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The outline of the thesis is as follows:
("hapt.-r 2 concerns the description and examples of different types of modulated structures. I shall brirlly go through the four-diinrusioual forma bm used to
describe modulated crystal structures ami composite structures and r,w some examp>* of t be most common t y p o of modulate«! magnetic struct »res. Tbb chapter
is not meant to be a detailed description of tkr subject, rather a« introduction,
lor morr detailed information tkr reader mast consult tkr t i f c w w t j literature.
In Chapter 3. I describe tkr work performed on PAMC. First comrs an introduction to previous results obtained on related compounds with special emphasis
laid on tbr phases i* PAMC. T k m . tkr results obtained from the neutron scattering experiment are presented Tbis b essentially a« investigation of the temperature dependence cf tbr monodink distortion and tkr satellite intensities in
tkr commensurately modulated monoclink low trmperatitre pkasr. Finally. I go
through tbr stroctttre determination, base«1 on low temperature 4-cirde X-ray data, for tbr commmswratrly modulated kur temperatnrr pkasr and ikr result is
compared witk tkr structure of tbe neighbouring incommmmnlrly modnlated
ortborkombic phase.
Chapter 4 drab with tbr magnetic structure of MnSi. I present the experimental and theoretical background for tbr present experiment and describe the data
treatment of tbr temperature and Srld d»pendent SANS data. Finally. 1 dbcuss
the results obtained on tbe temperature dependence of tbe correlation length, the
length of the modulation vector and the intensity of the satellites, the field dependence of the correlation length, the orientation of the modulation vector and tbr
intensities of the satellites, and tbe diffraction pattern in phase 'A'.
Chapter 5 is the background for the data analysb of the SANS data of MnSi. It
gives a brief introduction to the resolution function and the phase space analysb
used for the further calculations. For tbe SANS spectrometer at Rbu thb method b
used to calculate the resolution function. Finally, the description of the diffraction
experiment b completed by including Bragg reflections of finite width.
In Chapter 6. I draw tbe most important conclusions from the previous three
years of work.
The work presented in thb thesis b partly based on the articles:
CrjsUlUnr and Slaanttic Ordtrtna <• tkt Stonoclimic Phase øf tkt Laft red
Perorskile I'A MC. Pernille Harris. Bente Lebech and Norio Achiwa. J. Pkus.
Conden*. SUtltr 6 (1994). 3899-3907.
Cruslal Structure of tkt Cømnensurattlu Modulated C, Pkast øf PAMC. Pernille
Harris. Finn Krebs Larsen. Bente Lebech and Norio Achiwa. Accepted for
publication in Act* f-'rysf. B.
Tkt Three-dimensional Resolution Function før Small-Analt Scattering and
Laut Geometries. Pernille llarrb. Bente Lebech and Jan Skov Pedersen. Submitted to J. Appl. Crust.
Furthermore, the work in the following article has not been included in the thesis:
Crust«! and Maanrlic Structure of ErRk^Bj studttd ha .\tulron Diffraction
Pernille Harris. Bente Lebech, Jonte Bernhard, Iwami Higashi, Toetsu Shishido. I Fukudaand II. Taker Accepted for publication in Japanese Journal of
Applied Phusics.
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Modulated structures

Sine*- Bra«*. v>-tt Law and »»tilers in tbr beginning of the* century discovered
that a s.»h>l gives rise j.> constructive interference in distinct direction* of scalt.r—1 X-ray*, it »as generally accepted thai all perfect crystal* were formed by
an in principle infinite number of identically stacked blocks. The symmetry of
Mi.h crystal* may always be described in our of the 230 three-Uiii»cn*K>nal infinite
space groups, where the allowed symmetry operations are translations, rotations,
reflections and combinations hereof.
With tb* discovery of fust magnetic structures, and Inter crystal structures giving additional diffraction spots that could not be explained using lb* conventional
methods, it was. however, cbrar. that the traditional view on crystal structures had
to be revised. Thb chapter concerns the description of these new structures, usually called modulated strnctnrcs. After a brief introdartion. the four-dimenrionil
space group tbrory. used to solve crystalline modulated structures, will be outlined, and finally magnetic modulated stmrtnres will be discussed.

2.1

Introduction

The reason, why these "new" structures are called modulated structures, is that
they ran be visualized as "ordinary- crystal structures which are distorted by a
modmlmtiønml wave of wavrvertor Q. or as crystals where there b simultaneous
occurrence of two or more periodicities. If the modulatmnal wave has a period
which is incommensurate with respect to the underlying lattice periodicity, the
crystal b incommensuratrly modulated, if it b commensurate with respect to the
underlying lattice periodicity, the crystal b commensurateiy modulated.
The first example of a modulated structure was found in 1959 [100] when a magnetic screw-type structure was proposed for MnO; Ten years later, in 1969. the
equilibrium positions of ions in Xa;CGa were reported to have periodic displacements from a structure with lattice periodicity [33). and in 1979 the probability
of finding an ion at an atomic site in NaNO; was found to be given by a periodic
function. Other examples of modulated structures are charge-dmsity-waves in the
electron structure of quasi one- or two-dimensional conductors or layered compounds, originating in coupling between electrons and lattice and maybe inducing
a dbplarive modulation [76]; the sof ailed composite structures, which consist of
two or more mutually incommensurate subsystems, examples are (TTF)lo T»T« [57]
and Hgs.jAsF« [H7]. where the latter show an additional displaeive modulation
»f llg in the low temperature phase; and layers of adsorbed atoms on a crystal
surface.
Apart from bring a new. interesting challenge, as seen from a crystallographer's
point of view, modulated structures are also interesting from a physical and chemical viewpoint. The incommensurate phase b usually an intermediate phase between two ordinary crystal phases, generally originating in competing interactions
in the system. In charge-density-wave systems an instability of the lattice at a wave
vector twice the fermi vector induces the modulation. In composite structures and
adsorbed layers the modulation b a consequence of the various periodicities, and
in ionic crystals the modulation may be due to a condensation of a soft mode with
a wave vector which is not lying at the Briilouin »one boundary.
I'henomeii'ilogiral models, based on l.andati theory have been developed to
describe the critical phenomena [22. 12. II] occurring a! the phase bounderies
between disordered incommensurate commensurate phases. Janssen and Tjon
[55] have developed a microscopic theory for a one-dimensional string with first,
second and third neighbour interactions. They find a phase sequence where a soft
Risø R 747(KN)
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mo>lr devdup* with decreasing temperature m ih* high f mpirature phmir leadin« i<> an instability of ih«- crystal strati«*. At condensation a phase transition
to a modulated phase occurs. If the wave vector of the soft mod* is lying at the
Knlioum MOT boundary the new phase is comme as wralely modulated, otherwise
th«- tj>-« phase i* inrommettsttrateiy modulated.1« tbr incommensurate phase, jast
U + * th«- transition t>-tiiperature the modalalionis linnmidil. but higher hinuon
i.-> ix-rurs f.«r tower temperatures leading to a struct«* of nearly commensurate
•Itxitams separated by domain walls so tkat the overall periodicity is incommen
sural«-. With d-creasing temperature, the volume of the commensurate domain*
grow* at tbr expense of the domain wafls and at a second transition Umptiatuit
tb>- crystal becomes corero«asurat*ly modulated and is a superstructure of tbr
bi^li temperature phase. This is a model winch b vabd in some caws, bnt the
drtaikrd phase diagram always depends on the individual interactions present in
the compound investigated

2.2 Definition of incommensurability and commensurability
The modulated crystal struct ore has reflections at positions:
* » ' + H»" + fc* + £ 1 1 1 , 0 , where Q, = <?,.««• + Q,.»b* • Q, ,c*.

(I)

a*, b*. and c* are basis vectors in the reciprocal lattice. k. k. and I are the
Milk-r indices, and Q, are called the modulation vectors. Reflections appearing
at positions where all m, = 0 are called JU«I» reflections, while reflections having
HI, ? 0 are called smltlhu reflections.
An example <>f a diffraction pattern containing satellite reflections is the a* — c*
v a i i r n n s plane for the incorrunensnrately modulated phase of KjSeO« shown in
l i S I The modulation vector is Q = (I - é)»'/3 with # = 0.07at 122.5 K [47]
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Fifnrr I Thr diffraction film
in fAc a* — r* plonr for HiStO^. Oftn emits
mdimlr tkr m«i* rrfir c lions and crosse* indicate the flrllilr reflections. Arrows
tndicnU typical »ran directions (After lizumt et al. /if 7//
If Qi -i Qr>- *•»<! Q, , ar> all rational mimb.-Tv n*. b", and r" may he redefined
so that the index m, is eliminated: if this is the rase for all m, the structure can he
described in a normal three-dimensional space group, usually without problems
It can. howevr. br convenient to retain a unit cell with reflections having m, -*\ 0
(even though in this case m, is not unambiguous), and the crystal structure is then
10
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ralb-J a rummrtcKirairly modulated »tntrturr or aMtprrrtrvctvrr If. however, jwst
«*•• <>f the numbers Q, , . Q.t. or Qt , » i m t M u l . it t* Mt posstblr to iadcx all
r«-tt"cti»Bs with oaly three iadtre»: ami the structure t* raUrd an uwommwwiril«ly modulated structure, t'igure 2 (top) shows a au«-modulated Ico-dtineasioMal
<-ry»tal structure, while Fi$. 2 (bottom) »how* the tanv structure, but with a
|M>M(K«al ittodulatiott ««f the e-atont* where (? = 2r/A.
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atrnclnrt trkrrr the foulums »/ Ikt o-utoms «r» moéuUttd nik t sint-wmrt of
rtftUtio* UH fik V
Experimental determination of the value of Qt will always give a rational number. an<l a single measurement of Q, rannot determine incommensurability unambiguously. What is usually used as a criteria for incommensurability is whether
Q is a relatively low fractional number like 1/3. 2/5. etc. or not; de Wolff (95)
use the change of Q, with an external tunable variable (like temperature, external
pressure ot applierl magnetic field) as an indicator of inrommrnsurabilily. If Q, is
constant upon varying this external variable over a finite range of values, the modulation is commensurable the modulation is locked to the lattice. If Qt changes
continuously with this external variable, tli modulation is incommensurable Riso R TlTtr.N)
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the modulation vector is to a certain extent independent of the underlying lattice.
The temperature dependence of the modulation vector in K2Se04 (see Fig. 1) is
shown in Fig. 3. Between Ti and Tc the modulation vector changes with temperature with respect to the underlying lattice. At Tc it becomes commensurate, a " / 3 ,
in a discontinuous jump. This is a v -y typical behaviour, as mentioned in the
introduction.
T"
0.12
0.03A - l
• 1
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002 A
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100
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130
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140

Figure 3. The temperature dependence of 6 in A^Settj (the modulation vector is
(1 - £)a*/3. The solid line ts the output from a model (After Iizumi et al. [47]).

2.3

The four-dimensional approach

Nuclear and electronic structures that have a modulation which is incommensurable with respect to the underlying basic structure do not possess translational
symmetry in real space, and they cannot be fully described in a three-dimensional
space group. However, it turns out that they can be visualized as three-dimensional
intersections of higher-dimensional crystal structures that possess translation symmetry. Based on [52, 53, 54, 95, 97, 96, 98] I shall in the following give an outline
on this approach, but for a detailed description the reader must consult the references.

T h e superlattice
To simplify the expressions I shall consider the case where there is only one modulation vector, so that the index t in equation 1 is redundant - this is the most
common case occurring in nature. The scattering vector of all spots in the diffraction pattern of a modulated structure can be written
/ib, + fcb2 + / b 3 + m Q

where

Q - Qabi + Qbb2 + Qcb3

(2)

To simplify the notation used below, I have also changed the usual names of the
cell parameters. The necessary transformation to get back to Eq. (1) is aj = a,
ao = b , a 3 = c, bi = a*, b2 = b* and b 3 = c* a; denote basis vectors in
direct space, while b, denote basis vectors in reciprocal space. The lattice formed
by a i . a? and a 3 is called A, and the lattice formed by b i , b 2 and b 3 is called
B. In other words, A is the direct and B is the reciprocal lattice of the basic
structure The measured diffraction pattern is the Fourier transform of the real
space structure, but with four base vectors in reciprocal space, b i , b2, b 3 , and Q,

12
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there is no associated Fourier transformed lattice in the three-dimensional space
R3. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce a fourth dimension and we write the
lattice B' as:
b'j = b [ . b 2 = b 2 , b 3 = b3 and b 4 = Q + e 4 .

(3)

where e 4 is a vector perpendicular to R3. B' is the reciprocal lattice of the modulated structure in four-dimensional space. Figure 4 shows Q ( = b 4 ) and e 4 . The
satellite reflections which are measured at position T in R3 are the projection of
the points T of a four-dimensional lattice [95]. Also the points T are peaks in the
Fourier transform of the actual electron density p in ^ 3 .
It is possible to find A', the Fourier transformed lattice of B'. The Fourier
transform of B' is performed, generating the scattering density p' in the fourdimensional space (A'). The relation between p' and the three-dimensional scattering density p, is that p is obtained as the intersection of p' with R3 perpendicular
to e 4 .

b,

Figure J,. Main reflections (R) and satellite reflections (T) in R3 as a projection
of points T' of a four-dimcnsiona I lattice, (after de Wolff [95].)
The set of basis vectors, a-, reciprocal to bj (ajty = 27T*,j) is
aj = a, — Q,e 4 for i = I ... 3,

and

a!, = e 4

(4)

It is seen from Eq. (3) that B is the projection along b 4 of B' at R3 and from
F.(|. (4) that .4 is the projection of A' along c 4 at R3. The fundamental difference
is that B is a sublattice of B', whereas A is not a sublattice of A' - A' has no
sublattice in R3. The atoms can be considered as strings in R4 parallel to e 4 ,
where the string is changing periodically along e 4 . This is visualized in Fig. 5,
where (a) is a normal crystal, (b) is a crystal with occupational modulation and
(c) is a crystal with displacive modulation. The real atoms are the bulging parts
of the line r-presenting R3.
The real crystal is the hyperplane R3, perpendicular to e 4 , given by
f4

( j i a ' i + x 2 a' 2 + z 3 a' 3 + xAa\)

=> ' = -Q\I\

- 0

- QlXl - Q3X3 + X4 = 0

(5)

where (J*I, x-j, J3, x 4 ) are the site coordinates in R4. This means that the real crystal is the particular section of the four-dimensional crystal where t = 0. Because
Q is incommensurable, a change of / does not change the structure, it merely
corresponds to a translation of thr crystal in R3 (in three dimensions / can be
visualised as the phase of the modulation).

Risø R-747(EN)
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Figure 5. Representation of structures by density// in RA. Real atoms are indicated
by bulging parts of the lint representing R3. The top figure is a plot of the density in
a cross section, (a) Normal crystal, (b) Structure with substitutional modulation,
(c) Structure with displactve modulation (after de Wolff [95]).
Symmetry elements
The parameter p of the atomic site, which is actually modulated, can be the
position or the occupancy. In the former case we shall talk about modulation of
the displacement u, and in the latter case we will talk about modulation of the
formfactor or the scattering length / .
The modulation is a periodic function depending on the average position of the
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atom r. the modulation vector Q and the section t, so that
p ( Q - r + *) = p(-r4) = P(*4 + n).

(6)

where n is a multiple of 2T. The "normal" translation symmetry in real space
is lost, but it can be restored by combining it with a translation in the fourth
dimension. This can be seen by performing a translation n in real space (where
ii is a basic lattice vector), so that r ' = r + n; the crystal is not transformed
into itself, but if a translation t' = t - Q • n afterwards is done in the fourth
dimension, the crystal looks exactly as before. The general symmetry operations
for the modulated crystal can be written
r ' = ffr + T

/ ' = £ l - Q T + ij = f( + r

(7)

where R is a point group operation in real space and T is a translation in real
space, ij is a multiple of 2x, r is called the intrinsic rational increment in r, and
£ can be explained as a point group operation in the fourth dimension which can
be ± 1 . The direction of e 4 is unique, which is why r and t do not mix.
The combinations of R and s are restricted to:
r Q - RQ = n b , + kb2 + / b 3 .

(8)

This is to demand invariance of Q (modulo a vector in the basic reciprocal lattice)
upon point group operations. Equation (8) imposes a constraint on (R,s). but
also on Q that may be divided into two orthogonal parts, Q = Q; + Q r . Here,
Q, is called the intrinsic modulation vector, fulfilling £Qi - RQi = 0, and Q r
( ; Q r — RQr = /»l>i + itbo + '1>3) is called the rational modulation vector.
The symmetry operations for the ( 3 + l)-dimensional superspace groups are
given by de Wolff. Janner &: Jannsen [96]. The symbol for superspace groups is
given in a two-line symbol [96] or a one-line symbol (94]. In the upper line of the
two-line symbol one finds the symbol for the three-dimensional space group generated by {/?, T } and in the bottom line either a symbol giving the corresponding
value for r if £ = 1 or the value I if e = — 1. The prefix gives the rational part
of Q. Q r . The one-line symbol starts with the symbol for the three-dimensional
space group then, in parenthesis, the coordinates of Q are given, and finally a
symbol giving the value of r for each generator iri the three-dimensional space
group. Both notations are described in detail in [96, 9*1].
An example is the incommensurate!)- modulated 7-phase of PAMC. In a two-line
symbol the space group is written:
\r Abrna
•* i l l

which stites that the space group for the basic structure is Abma. The value of
the rational modulation vector, given by N, is Q r = (00 1), and for the 6-glide of
the basic structure e - - 1 (inversion of the modulational phase), otherwise t — 1,
T — 0. In a one-line symbol the superspace group is written:
Abma{n 01)000
again giving Abma for the average structure, Q r = (001) and Q* = ( a 0 0 ) . 000
gives T — 0 for all symmetry operations.
The symmetry operations can be deduced from the two-line symbol. For the
one-line symbol it is necessary to consult [94] to get the point group operation
(i 1 1) for /. The general positions are:
x
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:

I
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\ +y
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The superspace group for a given diffraction pattern is found in a similar way as a
normal space group is found - from the symmetry and the systematic extinctions.
Extinction rules for the ( 3 + I )-dimensional superspace groups are listed in (96, 99]
and in [9-lj. The basic structure transforms according to the three-dimensional
symmetry elements
rj = Rr, + T

(9)

where r, is the average value of r;. The corresponding transformation of the modulation function is
/;(Qr,+0

=

/ , ( Q r, + t)

for substitutional modulation

UjIQ-Tj+f')

=

flu,(Q

for displacive modulation

r,+l)

Rewriting these two latter expressions gives the symmetry conditions:
fj(x)

=

/,(f (x -m'

Vi- »))

ui(r)

=

R\ki(s(x — m* • r, — n))

for substitutional modulation
for displacive modulation

l

(10)

_I

where m* = f Q - R~ Q, and the relation Q Rvi = Æ Q r* has been used.
Generation of the crystal from the superspace group symmetry requires the use
of both (9) and (10)

2.4

Structure factor formalism

The structure factor is in principle found as the structure factor for non-modulated
crystal structures. Different scattering formalisms have been developed and implemented in computer programmes. I shall briefly go through the scattering formalism developed by Petricek tl al. [83, 82, 84], because I have used the computer
programme JANA93, which is based on the formalism presented in Petficek's
articles.
For substitutional modulation the calculation is straightforward: The scattering
length (or the formfactor) of the fi'th atom in the n'th unit cell 13 modulated and
depends on / M (Q (r„ + n)) The position of the /*'th atom in the n'th ui:it cell is
not affected by the modulation and is
rn,i = r „ + ii

(11)

The structure factor for scattering vector q becomes

'(<!> = E I W Q

(«V + n))c'<l,r"+n>

= £ E / , . [ l + * i n ( Q («V + n)-*„))]€•«*<r-+n>
n «<
=

£/*[',qr'*(G-q)
+e*iQ+q>-r„

*(G - q - Q) + e ^ - Q * r - 6 ( G - q + Q)]

(12)

where the sum /1 is over the atoms in the unit cell, the sum n is over all unit cells.
In the second line harmonic modulation has been assumed, and for an infinite
number of unit cells the sum £ n e , f < '
' n = ^(** - q ± Q). It is seen that in
addition to the main Bragg reflection at q = G, satellite reflections will occur at.
positions q = G ± Q.
The problem is somewhat more sophisticated for displarive modulation, where
the fractional coordinates for each atom depends on the modulation,
I-IIM
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=

r„ + n + u„(Q • (r„ + n))

=

r„ + n + U„sin(Q • (r„ + n) - «>„),

(13)
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(in the secoiui line harmonic displacement is assumed). The structure factor becomes.
/•(q)

=

£ / j i ( q ) J V q i r . + U + I J . . . n | Q If.+!!>-#,.)
M

n

= ^[/.(«l)t'«»*--x
£

J-m(q u(l)«-'mQ'-f""*' £ V » q — Q '

m=->j

]T

II

J - m ( q U ^ ) e - ' m Q ^ e ' m * ' é ( G - q + mQ)

(14)

where J m is the m'th order Bessel function. This means that reflections occur for
q = G + inQ. where m — — oc>... 3c. Main reflections, representing the average
structure, have rn = 0. satellites have m / 0. In a real experiment an infinite
number of m-values will never be observed. Very often only main reflections and
first order satellites are observed (m = 0, ±1).
Two differences between occupational and displacive modulation can be observed from Eq.s (12) and (14). For displacively modulated crystal structures, the
structure factor for satellite reflections with m — 1 will increase with increasing
scattering vector (this is due to the shape of the first order Bessel function), until
it reaches a maximum and then decreases again. This will, to a certain extend, be
compensated by the Debye-Waller factor, which causes the intensity to decrease
with increasing scattering vector, but before an experiment on a displacively modulatd crystal is performed, it is noteworthy that one should not look for satellite
reflections at very low scattering angles (q a: o). Another feature is that for
an occupational modulation the observation of second and higher order reflections means a distortion of the harmonic modulation and additional terms in the
modulation function defending on 2Q.3Q, etc. must be added. In a displacively
modulated structure higher order reflections can be present without these higher
order terms in the modulation.
In many modulated structures several modulation waves with the same modulation vector. Q. are superimposed. If there are n modulation sine waves for an
atom in the structure the displacement is:
n

H„ = ^ U M , s i n ( Q r „ - ø j )

(15)

Inserting this in the structure factor expression (14) leads to an expression with
products of Bessel functions, which is a bit cumbersome. Instead Eq. (15) may be
rewritten as:
u^UJsinfQ-f^-UJcwfQ-f,,)

(16)

where U£ = X^u^cos^j and U* = J ^ i i ^ s i n ^ '" this way the ( 3 + 1) x n
parameters in Eq. (15) have been reduced to six parameters in Eq. (16).
The symmetry of the modulated structure is treated as described in section 2.3
using equations (!)) and (10).

2.5

Superstructures

Superstructures, ; r. structures where the modulation vector, Q, is commensurate
with the underlying basic lattice, is a special case of the modulated structures.
Hisr* II TIKKN)
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By extending the basic unit cell to the supercell - the smallest cell that has
translation symmetry in real space - it is possible to describe the structure in
a normal three-dimensional space group, and the concept of superspace groups
and modulated structures is no longer necessary. However, it can be practical to
maintain the modulated description. This is the case, if the satellite reflections (or
the superreflections) have weak intensities, and it therefore is difficult to take the
superstructure into account when performing a refinement in a three-dimensional
space group. Another common example is when a commensurately modulated
structure is the result of a lock-in transition of an incommensurately modulated
structure and comparison between the two is to be done later on.
When a superstructure is described as a modulated structure in a four-dimensional superspace group, it is, however, important to note that the modulation
function no longer is continuous. It has well defined values only in a finite number of points, separated by rational intervals. This means that the continuity of
the fourth dimension (along e 4 ) is lost, and instead of being strings in the fourdimensional space (see Fig. 5), the atoms are only defined in separated points along
the strings. Translations in the fourth dimension are restricted to be meaningful
only when these points are transformed into other points and the description is
thus more limited than in the incommensurate case. Another point is that the reflections no longer can be indexed unambiguously. All reflections will in principle
be superposed by an infinitely number of other reflections. However, as the intensity of the reflections most often decrease rapidly for increasing m this is rarely a
problem.

2.6

Composite structures

A crystal consisting of two or more interpenetrating subsystems, where the basic
structures of the subsystems are mutually incommensurate, and where each subsystem may be incommensurably modulated, is called a composite structure (or
a misfit structure). Although the basic structure of such crystals is not commensurate it turns out that they can be described by the superspace groups used for
the modulated structures described previously. Janner &; Jannsen [53, 54], use the
term commensurate and incommensurate basic structure to distinguish between
modulated crystal structures and composite structures. I have not worked on such
crystals, but for completeness I shall briefly describe the approach, without going
into any details.

Basic s t r u c t u r e
In a composite structure which contains N subsystems (with label v) the position
of the j ' t h atom in the n„'th unit cell in the t/'th subsystem is:
ro(n„,i/.;') = r n „ , = n „ + ! • „ , .

(17)

The basis of the z/'th subsystem is a„i, a„2, and a„3 with reciprocal basis a* x, a*2,
and a" 3 . A minimal set aj . . «3+d0 can be chosen, so that

«:, = £ % « ; .

(is)

where Z"k are integers and d0 is the number of extra lattice vectors (dimensions)
needed to describe the structure. Assuming that only one extra dimension (do — 1)
is necessary, makes it possible to write:
a",

=

/?,,a* + Zi2a2 + ^i"3a3 + ^H a 4

= ZM + Zfå + Zfå + ZM
18
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(19)
If for instance the structure is a layered composite structure, composed of two
lattices, where a ^ = a ^ . aj., = a*,, and a, 3 ^c a*3; a minimal basis could be
(/[i — 1 ana a^ = a n . a" = a i j . a j = ai3. and a 4 = 833.
A two-dimensional example is shown in Kig. 6, where b = b ' and a ^ a'.
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Figure 6. A two-dimensional composite structure, where b = b ' and a ^ a'.
For infinite propagation of the crystal and a and a' mutually
incommensurate.
the primed subcrystal can be translated any amount t along the unprtmed crystal
without changing the structure.
Because a and a' are mutually incommensurate and the crystal is assumed to
continue infinitely, the primed subcrystals can be translated horizontally with respect to the unprimed crystals without changing the crystal structure. The translation is called t. The positions of the atoms in the subcrystals depend linearly on
t and they can be written
3

r „ „ = n„ + r°,— < £ Z £ 4 a „ t

(20)

k= \

Assuming that Eq. (7) on page 15 are the symmetry operations of this crystal,
means that the atom at position r n v l is transformed into the atom at position
3

' ? n , j = R(n» + «•",) + T - e(t - n+ Q T ) ] T Z £ 4 « a „ t

(21)

If there is an atom m/jj for every atom ni/i then equation (7) is a symmetry
operation for the composite structure. This means that even for a non-modulated
composite structure the four- (or higher-) dimensional approach is useful.
Modulation
Sometimes interactions between the subsystems lead to displacive modulation. In
this case equation (17) is modified to equation (22) (assuming harmonic displacement):
d

r 0 ( n „ . i / j ) = n„ + r„; + ] T u„ ; (Q)sin(Q • (n„ + r„j) - <t>qVj)-

(22)

Q=>
and the crystal has to be described in 3 + d0 + d dimensions, where d is the number
of modulation vectors.
Riso-R-747(EN)
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2.7

Modulated magnetic structures

Magnetic structures are usually complicated, because the magnetic scattering
length for neutrons is a vector. A magnetic crystal is therefore composed of both
a scalar charge (or nuclear) density. p(r). and a vectorial spin density. S(r). The
magnetic symmetry group of the crystal is the space group that leaves both the
charge (nuclear) and spin density of the crystal invariant. The magnetic structures
can be divided in three different cases:
1. The magnetic structure is commensurate, on top of a commensurate charge
density (or nuclear) structure. This is the case for normal ferro- and anti
ferromagnets. The crystal may be described in a magnetic space group [75],
which is the space group that leaves both the charge (nuclear) density as well
as the spin density invariant.
2. The magnetic structure is an incommensurate spin density distribution on top
of a commensurate charge density (or nuclear) structure. Transformations in
the spin space only, are added, and the crystal is described in the spin space
groups [67]. The magnetic space groups are special cases of the spin space
groups.
3. The magnetic structure is an incommensurate spin density distribution on
top of an incommensurate charge density (or nuclear) structure. This case
demands a generalisation of the superspace groups described above, leading
to the magnetic superspace groups [53].
I have never seen the use of either spin space groups or magnetic superspace groups
in practice; however, this docs not mean that modulated magnetic structures are
not a topic of investigation; therefore. I shall spend some time on examples of modulated magnetic structures. Normally, only a few magnetic satellites are measured
and a structure refinement analogously with structure refinements of crystalline
modulated structures cannot be performed. Instead, a solution is "guessed" based
on the best agreement with the obtained data and the known interactions in the
magnetic systems.
The most common modulated magnetic structures are structures with a commensurable crystal structure (item two in the list above). These structures mayhave modulation of the orientation or size of the magnetic moments - or both.
S i no-wave modulation
A simple structure arises if only the size of the magnetic moment is modulated
harmonically, this is called a sine-wave modulation. The magnetic moment, mr,
on the site r may be written:
nir = Msin(Q r + c i q )

(23)

where Q is the modulation vector, M defines the maximum size and the orientation
of the moments, and Ø Q is the phase of the sine-wave at r = o. In Fig.s 7 and 8,
one-dimensional magnetic sine-wave structures are shown. In Fig. 7 the magnetic
moments are directed along the Q vector (longitudinal modulation), and in Fig. 8
the magnetic moments are perpendicular to the Q vector (transverse modulation)
A sine-wave modulation will typically show up just below the transition temperature, but normally it is not stable upon cooling, because in this configuration
it is not possible for each magnetic moment, to attain its saturated value. Either
another phase transition or a gradual squaring up will occur (the latter giving rise
to satellite reflections at 3Q.5Q etc.
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Hrliniagnctic structure
Another type of modulated magnetic structure has modulation of only the orientation and not of the size of the magnetic moments. The simplest of these structures
are called helical structures. A helix where the magnetic moments rotate in the
x - jf plane with Q parallel to i . is shown in Fig. 9. The magnetic moment on the
site r can be written:
n i r = M (xcos<Q - r + O Q ) + ysin(Q

r + <>Q))

(24)

In contrast to the sine-wave modulation this structure is stable even at the
lowest temperatures, as there is no problem for each magnetic site to attain its
saturation value. However, in many cases a phase transition occurs anyway at lower
temperatures, sometimes to rather complicated structures. An example is the rare
earth element holmium which has attracted attention recently. Holmium has a
N.VI temperature of 132 K. below which it has an incommensurate helimagnetic
structure. Below 20 K the structure becomes conical, where the magnetic moments
still an- "rotating" in the i - y plane, but with a finite magnetic moment along
ilte z axis. At the lowest temperatures the structure becomes commensurate with
a repetition length of six unit cells (Q = l/6c"). Another phase was observed in
which the modulation vector was 2/1 Ic*. This value was explained by Bohr ft
al. [7] by removing from the magnetic unit cell one spin from the 1/6 structure called spin-slip.

•cu*._.tt_j'Vi9f-(a

-ø-o-o-G-ø-øwe-o

Figurr 9. A hrhmagnrlir xtrnrlnrr of rrprlitwn length X (Q -

Riso R 717(KN)
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Spin density wavt? in chromium
Chromium is the typical example of a compound that has an incommensurate
charge density (nuclear) distribution «*4an incommensurate spin density distribution [£»}. Before it orders magnetically, at 7\- = 312 K. chromium has b.c.c.
structure. Below this temperature it shows incommensurate spin-density waves.
IJ.-tw.-en 312 K and 122 K the basic crystal structure is orthorhombic and the
magnetic structure is a transverse sine-wave modulation with wa%-e vector Q. Below 122 K the basic crystal structure is tetragonal and the magnetic structure is
a longitudinal incommensurate sine-wave modulation, also with wave vector Q.
Additionally, below 312 K. in both the orthorhombic as well as in the tetragonal
phase, a displacive modulation of the atoms is observed with wave vector 2Q
The displacive modulation is induced by a charge-density-wave associated with
the spin-density-wave.
In Fig 10 the schematic diffraction pattern from a single domain crystal is
shown. The magnetic satellites appear at Q and 3Q at positions (n .kJ ± Q)
and (h.k.l ± 3Q) for n +-£ + / = 2 n + l (around forbidden nuclear reflections)
and the satellites originating from the displacive modulation appear at positions
(n . k. I ± 2Q) for h + * + / = 2n.

NU.-ftlAI.tl
A1.-J*

~$

AlMI

AJJ-tft

AU-«*

A«j -ft n.i.1-**
ftU-lll

AU-*>

Uttll-*l «AJ*M

AOriM ooH n u n

cmu-

Figare 10. The [100] scattering plane in chromium for a unfit Q structure, o art
main Bragg peaks present at {0.k.l),k + / = 2n. • and • are fundamental and
third order spin-density ware peaks present at (0,k.l± i) and {0,k,l± Zi) for
k + / = 2n + I. Squares illustrate peaks from a second harmonic strain ware and
a charge density ware present at (0. k, I ± 2c); k + / = 2n (After Fawcett [35J).

Multi-Q structures
With only a single modulation vector (Q-vector) present in the magnetic system,
two satellites will appear, as the diffraction pattern always is centrosymmetric
However, for a high symmetry crystal structure more satellites may appear along
equivalent directions. In a cubic crystal, for example, a Q-vector in the (100]
direction would give rise to six satellites along the equivalent (100) directions
In this latter case (when more than two satellites are present) it is difficult to
establish whether the crystal is made up of different configuration domains or
whether the crystal is made up of one domain where the different Q-vectors are
superimposed (a more sophisticated case is when the crystal is made up of morr
domains, each containing superimposed modulation vectors). In the former case,
for a multi-domain smglr-Q structure, the crystal symmetry is reduced and each
domain has its own symmetry, whereas in the latter case, for a jinj/c-domain
multi-Q structure, the crystal symmetry is retained. In some cases there is a
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distortion of the crystal structure associated with the lowering of the symmetry
and th- magm-tic structure is established as a niulti ilotuain structure. Another
[...»[l.i'iity i> t«> apply external fields lstrains) like a magnetic field, and otwrrvr
nh'-th'T domain gr«*ih occurs - doniain growth abo indicates a multi domain
.-triKtiii*-.

Fignrr II. Thi <pm pattern in nrttdjmium at tkr htiaaonal (a) ami cuktc (k) sites
(aflrr f'organ ft al [11])
The light rar«* earth metal neodymium is on«* of the eases where a multi-Q
single domain structurc is apparent. Neodymiiini crystallises in a double hexagonal
unit cell with starking sequence ABAC along the hexagonal axis, so that local
hexagonal (B.(') and local (nearly) cubic (A) symmetry is present. Neodymium
undergoes several magnetic phase transitions, with phases containing exotic multiQ si run ures [r>6]. In Kig. 11 a suggestion for the spin patterns at the hexagonal
(a) and cubic (b) sites are shown [37] in the multi domain 4Q structure. These
pnlterns are incommensurate with respect to the underlying crystal structure, but
commensurate with respect to each other.

2.8

Finishing comments

in this chapter I have tried briefly to go through some of the most ordinary cases
of m o d u l a t e d striictur» > s T h e e x a m p l e s are far from complete, however. I hope

they may give the reader an idea of the great variety of this group of structures.
When going through the four-dimensional formalism as well as the the structure
factor formalism. I have omitted extensions of equations (12) and (14) to include

Risø R 747(KN)
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t*-mfx-ratur<r factors, modulation of trmprralnrr factor*, modulations of bightr
dinu-iwitons. higher ordrr harmonics, rlc. All tbrsr rasrs arr nrvrrthrlca* described
in iMail in th-* rrfrrrncrd litrraturr.
Thr samr accounts for thy magnetic structures, where I haw only shown the
most smiplr rxaiupirs. The number of different modulated magnetic structure*
is rather largf. I have used jrvnal examples of modulated magnetic structures
• >l.s«-rvv<l in rare earth metals. This is no coincidence, as the rarr earth metals and
••••m}«'un-U haw bem studtrd extensively and they show many different exotic
iiiasn»-iic structures. A rrvir« of the magnetism in the rarr earths can be found
in [56]
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3

PAMC

l'.WIC t-tsiprf|>ylaninKHtiuniilr<rachk>runian(aflatr<ll). belongs to a structural
fcmiiv <4 .-.•mp<>un<l> thai ha* l>een extensively studied within the last decades,
initially t»->-aics*- lb«-y wer«- tth..H systems to study two-dimensional magnetic
phenomena, anl latrr because they exhibit an unusually large range of structural
[>ha»- transitions Three of the phases in PAMC are associated with modulated
Mrut'tures Tor., of these have an incommensurate modulation, and one has a commensurate modulation. The family has the general formula ((•„H^+iNrhhMX.i
with XI = Xln- + . Cd-+. Fe ; *. (\-*. Cf*. Pd 5 *. X = CT. Br". The most
detailed investigations have been performed on compounds having it = 1.2.3.
M=X!n ; *. (VI 3 *. and X=C1": hence the introduction is based on results on these.
I shall start with some remarks about the general properties of the family of
compounds, then I shall give a more detailed description of the phases in PAXIC.
and finally, the results I have obtained during my study will be considered. These
latter include a neutron scattering experiment, where the crystalline' ordering and
the magnetism in the commensurately modulated low-temperature phase have
k»-en investigated, and a four-circle X-ray experiment, where the structure in this
phase has keen determined.

3.1

Introduction

All compounds consist of (MCI«) octahetlra sandwiched between alkylammonium
chains as shown in Fig. 12- They are called lavere«! perovskites. because their layer
structures basically are similar to that of perovskile structures, which consist of
comer linked octahedra of A" anions with R rations in their centers and .4 cations
between them [39]. This means that the M cations are in the B positions and the
alkylammonium chains are in the A positions.
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lammonium -NH3 heads lie in the "holes" of this sheet, and the alkyl chains are
lying approximately perpendicular to the two-dimensional sheet. The N H j hydrogen bond to the C I - sites in the MC16 octahedra from both sides, so that the
M—CI framework is sandwiched between two hydrocarbon layers. The sandwiches
are stacked on top of each other, with the only interaction between the layers
being van der W'aals forces between the alkyl groups.
The structural phase transitions are due to a gradual selection and ordering of
the possible hydrogen bondings between the NHj groups and the Cl~ sites followed by a reorientation of the alkylammonium chains. Although this is a general
property independent of n and the cation, the details in the structural phases
have turned out to be indeed dependent on n as well as the M-cation. The MC16
octahedra have been described as the rigid, though elastic part of the crystal structure; the relatively small changes in the conformation of the octahedra reflect the
ordering of the alkylammonium chains [59].
The general phase sequence of the methyl compounds, n = 1, (see references
[5, 17, 18,46, 61, 59, 89]) appear to be (starting from the high temperature phase):
tetragonal—> orihorhombic —»tetragonal—• monoclmic; this phase sequence is very
unusual, which is why these compounds (M=Mn,Cd) have been studied extensively. The general phase sequence for the ethyl and propyl compounds (n = 2,3),
is (see references [4, 13, 15, 16, 27, 28, 25, 60]): tetragonal —» orthorhombic —*
monoclinic. This is also the case for systems having 4 < n < 9, although compounds having high n may not reach the tetragonal phase, but stay orthorhombic
at high temperatures. The difference in the phase sequences for these quite similar compounds appears to lie in different packing systems for the alkylammonium
chains.

Hydrogen bondings
The NH3 groups, placed within the cavities between the chlorine octahedra, are
attached by N — H • • • CI in two ways. Either there are two hydrogen bonds to
bridge CI(l)-sites (an equatorial Cl(l)) and one bond to an axial Cl(2)-site (see
Fig. 13 for explanation of Cl(l) and Cl(2)), or there is one bond to a bridge
Cl(l)-site and two bonds to axial Cl(2)-sites. Chapuis et al. [18] called the former
the ortkorhombtc configuration, and they called the latter the monoclinit configuration. The monoclinic and orthorhombic configurations are shown in Fig. 13
where it is seen that within one cavity there are four different orientations for
both configurations.
The initial structural studies on the layered perovskites was done on the methyiammonium compounds n = 1, and in these compounds the orthorhombic
configuration is present in the tetragonal and orthorhombic phases and the monoclinic configuration is present in the monoclinic phase. This is the origin of the
names, monoclinic and orthorhombic configuration, which have appeared to be
somewhat misleading, since for the structures of the ethyl and propyl compounds,
n = 2,3, only the monoclinic configuration is present - also in the tetragonal
and orthorhombic phases. The reason, that only the monoclinic configuration is
present for n = 2,3 is that the C(2) (not present in methyl) would come too
close to an axial Cl(2)-site (Depmeier [27]) if the orthorhombic hydrogen bonding
configuration were present. This is true for all cases with n > 1.
T w o dimensional m a g n e t i s m
PAMC (C3ll7NH3)2MnCl4 and the similar compounds where M = Mn, Cu, Fe
have been investigated as good examples of two dimensional magnets (Groenendijk et al. [42, 43] and Achiwa ct a/. [2]). In PAMC each Mn 2 + ion is coupled
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Figure IS. Left: the orthorhombic configuration, where one bond go to an axial Clsttc and two bonds go to equatorial Cl-sites. Right: the monoclmic configuration,
uhert two bonds go to anal Cl-sites and one bond to an equatorial Cl-site.
magnetically to its four nearest neighbours in the a — b plane via Mn—Cl—Mn superexchange interactions. The coupling constant for this interaction was measured
to be J/k — -4.45 K [42]. Due to the large separation of the layers, as well as the
many intervening nonmagnetic atoms the interlayer interaction was estimated to
be 1 0 - 5 times the intralayei interaction.
Below 39.2 K PAMC has been observed to be a two-dimensional antiferromagnet, where the magnetic moments are predominantly perpendicular to the layers
(along the c-axis). In addition it shows weak ferromagnetism in the direction of
the a-axis. The small ferromagnetic moments is believed to originate in anisotropic exchange interactions of the form D • (Si x S2), where D is a constant vector
and S1 and S 2 arc the spins of the two interacting atoms; an interaction which is
possible because the crystal symmetry allows the magnetic moments in the pure
antiferromagnet to tilt without change of the crystal symmetry [69].

3.2

The phase sequence in PAMC

Depmeier [25] performed systematic investigations of the dependence on n(n =
1,2... 10) of the physical properties of the manganese compounds; it appeared
that the propylammonium compound (n - 3) is unique. It does, for example,
exhibit more phase transitions than any of the other compounds (some associated
to modulated structures), it has the highest transition temperature to the high
temperature tetragonal phase, and it has the highest orthorhombicity (difference
between a and 6 lattice parameters at room temperature). Depmeier attributes
the outstanding properties of PAMC to the special geometry related to the terminal methyl groups of the propylammonium chains. This is in agreement with
Chapuis k. Doudin [19] who claim that the tendency of the methyl ends of the
chains to form an energetically favourable hexagonally packed layer along with the
constraint imposed by a nearly quadratic arrangement of the Cl-octahedra creates
a frustration leading to the introduction of several different comformations. The
room temperature phase is disordered orthorhombic, with the propylammonium
chains lying close to a mirrorplane, flipping across this mirrorplane. In PAMC the
methyl groups of these chains lie almost on the mirrorplane. so the mirror-related
positions are very close. The transition from one layer to the neighbour layer is
therefore smoother, because there is less coupling between the motions of the dif-
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ferent lavers. This is the reason why the room temperature phase is more stable in
PAMC than in the similar compounds. The larger orthorhombicity is explained as
a consequence of stronger hydrogen bondings in PAMC; the large number of phase
transitions is explained as a consequence of the wide temperature range wherein
the orthorhombic phase is present and where there are possibilities for different
interactions for the special packing of the chains.

T/K
A
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388

339

a, I4/mmm

Tetragonal, n,=n2=n3=n4

p, Abma

Orthorhombic, n , ^ , n3=n4

y,Abma(a01)000

Incommensurate structural
modulation 0.175a*

5, Abma

like the (J phase

*u m 0 m n n
e, Abma(0p0)s00

Incommensurate structural
modulation (l/3+A)b*

-

-

-

168

112

Monoclinic, n„ n2, n3, n4
£, P2,/b(0B0)0s

39

Commensurate structural
modulation l/3b*

Weak ferromagnetic phase

Figure 14- The phase sequence tn PAMC, T is the temperature, the nj 's, j —
1, 2 , . . .4 are the probabilities for the four different orientations seen from Fig. IS
(right).
In Fig 14 the phases of (C3H7NH3)2MnCl4 is outlined; the detailed structural
phase sequence is as follows:
a Above 441 K PAMC is in the o phase. The structure is not known from Xray analysis, but it is assumed to crystallise in space group IA/mmm. The
four equivalent monoclinic hydrogen bonding schemes (see Fig. 13) have equal
probabilities, n,, such that rt\ — n 2 = TI3 = T14 [73].
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J Between 388 K and 441 K PAMC is in its 0 phase. It is orthorhombic and
n t = n ; ^ /13 = »14. The structure is not known by an X-ray analysis, but
in 1982 it was suggested [13] that the symmetry of this phase is the same
as the symmetry of the room temperature 6 phase. This was confirmed by
N.MR-NQR measurements in 1986 by Muralt et al. [71], who also found, that
the order parameter of the order-disorder a-ø phase transition ((n t + n 2 ) —
(n 3 + n 4 )) in the 0, 7 and 6 phases is only slightly influenced by the phase
transitions.
7 Between 339 K and 388 K, PAMC is in an tncommensvrately modulated phase,
the 7 phase. The modulation consists mainly of a transverse distortion wave
of the MnCl 6 octahedra running along a (Q = 0.175a*), with amplitudes parallel t o c. A model for the modulated structure was given in 1981, where the
superspace group NA*™° also was found [26]. Very weak extra satellites was
observed in the hkO plane a (Q = 0.05a*). They could originate from an additional longitudinal modulation wave. These latter satellites have, however,
not been reproduced by other experiments.
6 The room temperature phase, stable between 168 K and 339 K is called the
b phase. This phase is considered as a re-entrance of the 0 phase. The space
group is Abma. The structure is disordered orthorhombic, having T»I = 712 ^
n3 = n4. The crystal structure was solved by both X-rays (in 1972, [81]) and
neutrons (in 1978, [28]).
£ Between 112 K and 168 K a new mcommensuraiely modulated phase occurs.
The e phase has superspace group P^J™". The modulation vector is Q = (5 +
A)b*. perpendicular to the modulation vector of the 7 phase. A is quite small,
why it for a long time was believed that the z phase was commensurately
modulated. The crystal structure was solved in 1989 by Steurer k Depmeier,
[90].
(,' At 112 K a first order phase transition occurs to the commensurately modulated £ phase. The modulation vector locks in to a commensurate value, but
Pi

lb

surprisingly it rotates at the same time. The superspace group is P j " ,
Q = i b " = :j(b", + c*). The (,' phase is ordered (n\ = 1,712 = 713 = 714 = 0),
although some internal exchange of the NH3 protons continues to about 90
K. Multiple twinning occurs in this phase. Part of this thesis has been to find
the structure of the C, phase, and the work is described in section 3.5.
Below 39 K the magnetic moments on the Mn sites order into an entiferromagnetic structure with the moments predominantly directed along c*. A
weak ferromagnetic moment appears in the a direction, believed to have its
origin in anisotropic Dzyaloshinskii - Moriya interactions [42, 43].
Great effort lias been done to understand the structural phase transitions in
PAMC, but some questions are still open. The structure of the £,6,1,0 and £
(this work) are known; however, the existence of a second modulation vector parallel to the principal one in the 7 phase is still a mystery, and a detailed structure
solution of this phase is lacking. Another remaining problem is the flipping of
the modulation vector at the e — £ phase transition. This is a very unusual
phenomenon (if not the only case known) and it rules out a normal soft mode
condensation for the 6 — £ — £ phase sequence.
T h e o r e t i c a l work
To describe the various experimental results, Muralt el al. [72] developed a Landau
type theory for the r» - 0 - 7 - 6 phase sequence. One order parameter represents
Risø H 747(KN)
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the non-equivalence of the orientations of the propylammonium groups. This order parameter increases with decreasing temperature through the 3 — •) phase.
without being disturbed much at the phase transitions. In the •> phase another
order parameter appears, representing the modulation of the tilt angles of the
propylammonium chains. To ensure the re-entrant high symmetry at the •) — é
phase transition the distance between the perovskite-type layers was introduced
as a third order parameter. The phase sequence then results from a coupling between the incommensurate order parameter and the layer distance, the latter being
temperature dependent. Thus, the incommensurate phase only exists in a limited
temperature range.
For the low temperature 6 —«•—<,' phase sequence a phenomenological theory his
been proposed by Muralt et at. [73]. It assumes coupling between lattice waves and
fluctuations of the rotational disorder of the propylammonium chains. The origin
of the incommensurate modulation in the s phase is the competition between the
NH.) ordering in the Cl-octahedra cavities and the packing of the propylammonium
chains. The switching of the wave vector is explained by a change of sign of the
interlayer interaction between the propylammonium chains, due to the complete
ordering of the NH3-groups.

3.3

Similar compounds

Several years of experiments on PAMC made it clear that the unusual properties
of this compound have their roots in the length of the alkylammonium chains.
It was therefore natural to investigate similar compounds, where manganese was
exchanged by copper and cadmium. Etxebarria et al [34] reported a phase sequence in PACuC similar to that of PAMC. This has later been partially confirmed by structure determinations on some of the phases (see Chapuis &c Doudin
[19]). Doudin k Chapuis [31] presented a structure analysis of the incommensurate modulated *;-phase of PAC'uC. This analysis is more detailed than the one
present for 7-PAMC, but the two agree very well; they are both dominated by
a longitudinal modulation along the a axis. Ikeda el al. [48] solved the structure
of the incommensurately modulated £ phase of PAC11C, however, the modulation
vector is not in the same direction as found in PAMC, so although the two compounds show great similarity, some differences are also apparent The cadmium
compound has a somewhat different phase sequence from the two others [68], however, an iiiroiiimensiirately modulated t phase has been solved [32] and it shows
great similarity with the f phase of PAMC.
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3.4 Crystalline and magnetic ordering in the C
phase of PAMC
It was mentioned in the previous section that PAMC undergoes a phase transition
at 112 K where the dynamiral disorder of the propylammonium chains freezes, and
the crystal structure goes from dynamical disordered orthorhombicsymmetry to a
monodinic symmetry. At the phase transition multiple twinning occurs that mayhe observed directly as a splitting of the Bragg reflections. Simultaneously with the
monoclinie distortion the incommensurate modulation of the • phase locks in to a
commensurate value and turns. At 39 K. PAMC orders magnetically into an antiferromagnetic structure where the magnetic moments mainly are perpendicular
to the a-fr-plane, but there is a small ferromagnetic moment in the a-direction.
To get a better understanding of the interactions between the crystal structure
and the magnetic structure I performed an elastic neutron scattering experiment
in the low temperature monoclinic <"
, phase of PAMC, measuring the temperature
dependence of the monoclinic distortion and of the satellite intensities. In this
section the results of these measurements are presented and discussed.

Experimental details
The non-deuterated crystals were grown by Norio Achiwa from an aqueous solution of MnCI; and CH3CII2CH3CI- The neutron experiments were done or. single
crystals of approximate dimensions 2 mm (along c„-tfci>) * 15 mm (along h„th»)
x 10 mm (along H„rihv) The spectrometer was the two axis spectrometer TAS3 at
Risø. where a Ge-monochromator(311)-reflection selected neutrons of wavelength
1.21)1 A. The crystals were mounted with either the a-c- or the 6-c-plane horizontal
in a 4 He cryostat and could be tooled to 4.2 K. The most successful experiment
was done on a so called virgin crystal, i.e. it had not been at temperatures below
300 K before starting the data collection. This crystal was mounted with the 6-cplane horizontal, and all data were collected in one run while cooling step by step
from room temperature to 4.2 K. Each temperature were stabilized for 30 minutes
before data collection were initiated. During data collection, the temperature was
stable within 0 0 2 K. The measurements of the monoclinic angle was done by w
scans through the very strong (040) reflection (orthorhombic Miller indices) at
each temperature. The measurements of the intensities of the satellite reflections
were more elaborate. They had to be done very accurately, because the satellites
move a bit due to changes of the monoclinic angle and the cell dimensions. Therefore these measurements were done by scanning nets in reciprocal space through
several satellites at each temperature. The net-scanning of the satellites lasted
about 15 hours per temperature, and the corresponding satellite intensities were
determined from fits to two dimensional Gaussian distributions. In addition, preliminary neutron experiments were done on similar non-virgin crystals, with either
the b-c- or the n-r-plane in the horizontal scattering plane. This was mainly done
to see the diffraction patterns in these two planes.

Definition of t h e supcrcell
The detailed diffraction pattern for the 6-c-plane is shown in Fig. 15. The reciprocal
lattice of the primitive crystallographic unit cell of ( PAMC is drawn by solid lines
(b'.c") and by dashed lines for the twin component (b"',c"').
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Figure 15. The diffraction pattern in the OH p/ane, observed by neutron scattering.
• and o are nuclear rejections, filled and unfilled stars are magnetic reflections,
and x and + satellite reflections. The unprimed axes give the cell for one crystal
orientation and the primed axes give the cell for the other crystal orientation. For
illustrative purposes the twinning effect is exaggerated. The 6* is the b" axis for
the pseudo orthorhombic cell of the system, and is the equivalent 6* axis of the
orthorhombic e phase which is present above 112 K.
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Figure 16. The diffraction pattern in the hOI plane, observed by neutron scattering
• are nuclear reflections, stars are magnetic reflections. The unprimed axes give
the cell for one crystal orientation and the primed axes give the cell for the other
crystal orientation. The a" axis is coinciding with the a* axis. The c* axis has
lutce the magnitude of the c* axis.
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I have adopted the term twin component to describe the crystal component having c'* = - c * The crystal is twinned in the sense that it contains two monoclinic
domains with oppositely directed c* axes as indicated in Fig. 15. The diffraction
pattern for the a-c plane is shown in Fig. 16. Because the a and c axes are perpendicular and there are no satellite reflections in this plane, this pattern looks
much simpler.
The cell dimensions for the (."-phase were found to be:
Neutrons(6K):

a = 7.44(1) Å ft = 7.10(1) Å

c =13.14(1) A

The monoclinic angle, a, for the orthorhombic case (no splitting of the reflections) is 105.68°. The splitting of the orthorhombic (04 0) reflection was measured
carefully (see Fig. 20) and the value 0.378(6)° = 2 0.189(3)° was found at 6 K.
This corresponds to a deviation of the monoclinic angle A a = 0.189(3)° sin 2 a* =
0.176(3)° (see Fig. 15). The monoclinic angle was therefore measured at 6 K to
be:
a = 105.68(1)° - 0.176(1)° = 105.50(1)°
A pseudo-orthorhombic unit cell can be constructed by letting a0rtho = a.
b„ri/io = b and cortho — 2c + b , the dimensions at 6 K then becomes aorth» —
a = 7.44 A, bortho = 6 = 7.10 A, corth<> - 25.32 A, and a a 90°. In Fig. 17 the
direct monoclinic and orthorhombic cells are shown. The reciprocal lattice vectors
for the orthorhombic cell, (b* r < h o ,c; r t ) l o ), is drawn as dash lines in Fig. 15. The
orthorhombic cell volume is twice the monoclinic one, due to the ,4-centering in
the orthorhombic cell.
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Wk ' I
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Figure 17. Transformation between the A-cenicred orthorhombic cell and the primitive monocltnic cell.
In Fig. 15 the circles, (•) and (o), represent the nuclear main reflections that
split into two components parallel to the c*-axis as a result of the twinning. For
illustrative purposes the twinning effect is exaggerated. The filled and unfilled
stars are magnetic reflections, that appear at temperatures below 39 K. Also
these reflections are split due to the twinning. The crosses ( x ) and plusses (+)
are the satellite reflections, that appear for a commensurate modulation vector of
gb" = ^(b'ortho + c* rlAo ). In this case reflections originating from twinning do not
overlap, they appear on lines parallel to b* and b*', respectively.
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In the primitive monoclinic unit cell all observed reflections can be written

Q.i„

Aa* + H>* + /c* + mQ.

so that each reflection may be given four indices, hklm. Main reflections have
rn = 0 and are indexed hklO and satellite reflections are indexed hklm. The
.satellite reflections have either m = 1 or tn = —I; a reflection ( A t / 1 ) is at the
position A f c + j / and a reflection ( A t / 1 ) is at the position hk— 5 / . when using
conventional Miller indices. Because the modulation is commensurate, the indexing
cannot be done unambiguously. From Fig. 15 it becomes clear that a reflection
hkll could equally well be indexed A(k + 1 ) / 2 .
Scans in reciprocal space parallel to the c*-direction for k = 2 | aud k = 3^
are shown in Figs. 18(a) and 18(b), respectively. The r-axis is indexed according
to the pseudo-orthorhombic c^.lfcl>-axis ('.red.). For every observed reflection, the
indices for the monoclinic cell are given, with the primed and unprimed indexing
coming from the two separate twin individuals.
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Figure 18 Scans parallel to the c"-direction for k = 2j (a) and k = 3^ (b) at
4-~ K. The intensity is plotted against the pseudo-orthorhombic. Miller index l„tho
(see Fig. 15). The indices given above the reflections are primed and unprimed and
correspond respectively to reflections from the primed and unprimed monoclmic
lattices in Fig. 15.
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Without tli<- structural modulation being present, no satellites would be seen
in these »-am. This is clearly not the case. The distance between the satellites is
larger along 11>— k = 2§ scan (Fig. I$(a)) than along the k = 3 | (Fig. 18(b)). This
effect is due lo tlu- twinning and is emphasized in Fig. 15.
Ih'- selection rule found for the magnetic reflections appearing below 39 K is
OkHt.k = 'In -i- 1. (Jem-rally the selection rule for the magnetic reflections were
found to be h k 10. h + k = 2« + 1 [2] indicating antiferromagnetic ordering where
the magnetic moments on every atom is antiferromagnetically coupled to the nearest neighbours in the a-6-plane and ferromagneticalty coupled to its nearest
neighbours perpendicular to this plane. This means that the magnetic moment
on the Mn-atoni in the position (0,0,0) is directed opposite to the moment at the
position (z;. ; . 0 ) . Susceptibility measurements [42, 2] show that the magnetic moments mainly are parallel to the c,rtfc,-axis. but that there is a weak ferromagnetic
moment parallel to the a-axis The tilt of the magnetic moments towards the m
axis has been determined to be 0-05* [42]. This tilting of the magnetic moments
can occur without breaking the symmetry of the magnetic structure. It is therefore
not possible directly to observe it by neutron scattering. The antiferromagnetic
structure is shown in Fig. 19.

Figure 19. The antift rromagnetir structure of PAM C. Tb', magnetic moments are
almost parallrl to the c* ans.

Temperature dependence of the monoclinic splitting
As mentioned previously the crystal shows multiple twinning in the 6-c-plane,
when it is in the monoclinic Q phase. The positive a- and b-axes of one twin
individual coincides with negative a'- and b'-axes of the other twin individual and
as r- and r.' are nol parallel, the Bragg peaks split parallel to the c" direction.
The split t ing of the reflect ions is very small (between 0.35° and 0.8"). It does,
however, offer a way to measure Ihe .1. vial ion from lli<- orthorhombic symmetry
directly. This deviation is related to the order parameter of the crystal structure
in the (,' phase.
By measuring the splitting of the orthorhombic (04 00)-rcflection into the two
Ri.w H 7»7(KN)
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monoclinic (0420)- and (0420)-reflections between 4.2 K and 112 K it was possible to find the angular deviation from the orthorhombic symmetry. The result
of these measurements on a virgin crystal is shown in Fig. 20 (filled circles).
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Figure 20 The angular splitting of the orikorhombtc (0400) reflection into the two
{04-0) and (0420)' reflections of the monoclinic system. • measmrements on a virgin crystal, i.e. a crystal that has not previous!) keen cooled below the orthorhombic to monocltntr transitton. o (after Ackiwa tt al. [I]) measurements on a crystal
with large mosaicilg. i.e. a crystal that hare passed through the orihorhombtc to
monocltnic phase transition several times.
The transition at 112 K is of first order, and the angular splitting increases
abruptly from 0* to 0.66*. After a small further increase with decreasing temperature the distortion decreases. I had expected the distortion to flatten as there is no
structural phase transition below 112 K. The rate of decrease flattens somewhat
around 50 K. but at Tj ft: 32 K the splitting decreases abruptly to a constant
value.
After several thermal cycles through the orthorhombic-monoclinic transition at
112 K the mosaicity of the crystal increases which can be seen as a broadening of
the reflections. Measurements on such a crystal are also shown in Fig. 20 (unfilled
circles), and it is seen that the abrupt decrease al 32 K smears out.
The overall behaviour of the monoclinic splitting with temperature is relatively
independent of the mosaicity, and may be induced by the onset of the magnetic
order However, the size of the jump in the angle around 32 K as well as the
maximum value of the splitting at around 85 K depends crucially on the mosaicity;
this could be due to internal strain in the crystal that disappears as the mosaicity
incrcaws.
The maximum value appears at around 85 K This is just around the temperature, where I lie hydrogen atoms in the NU s groups no longer perform jumpwise
rotation around their threefold molecular axis (73). It is approximately this temperature where birefringence studies of Brunskill fc Depmeier (13) show a broad
minimum for PAMC. I cannot suggest any mechanism coupling the freezing of
the jumpwise rotation of the hydrogens to the decrease in monoclinicity, however,
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such a mechanism might exist.
Tt-nipcratHrv dependence of t h e satellite intensities
Hi'- satellite reflections which are present due to the displarive modulation (see
Fig. 15) could gain intensity from the magnetic ordering due to two different
mechanisms. The magnetic nioments are located at the manganese atoms and a
positional modulation of these could give a magnetic contribution to the satellites.
Another possibility is a contribution from a rotational modulation of the tilled
magnetic moments, originating from an interactioa between the magnetic moments
and the tetrahedra (as seen in Fig. 12 the Mn atoms are seated in the center of the
tetrahedra). One could imagine the magnetic moments following the movements
of the tetrahedra in the modulation«! wave.
To look for a magnetic contribution to the satellite intensities, we investigated
the integrated intensities of selected nuclear satellites as a function of temperature
between 50 K and 4.2 K. This contribution, if present, would be very small, so to
make sure that we measured real changes of the total satellite intensity and not
intensity changes induced by changes of the unit cell parameters, this was done
by scanning in nets in reciprocal space around the satellites at each temperature
(see page 31).
The somewhat surprising results are shown in Fig. 21 for the satellites (0321)
and (0301).
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Figure '21. The temperatur* dependence of the integrated intensities of two satellite
reflections, measured on cooling of a virgin crgslal. The dusked curves art guides
to the egt.
Thr two reflections show similar behaviours, and a systematic increase in intensity with decreasing temperature below 39 K is drfinilely not seen. Instead the
intensity varies between 50 K and 30 K and is then stable below 30 K. There is
a sharp prak around 32 K (7;). a smaller one al 39 K ( 7 \ ) and a broad increase
between 50 and 42 K. On an absolute scale, these changes are small, but they are
statistically significant.
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\\V do not have any explanation fur the broad increase for inufxraliim betwwn
-II K an-i 50 K It does not drpmd on the mutakity. and was abt> observed
in crystals with larger musaieity. where the measurements, however, were lrs»
»•-•-iiratr Th<- |~-ak at 3!) K t* presumably induen! by the magnetk order. Ultra
•-<->im* th«- virgin sample through 7'\ «<• did not expert the intensity to decrease
again at k>w»-r tmiperatures Because tbr sample could not be thermally cycled
t h*- increased intensity is only observed at one temperature, which indicate that
tbr- peak in intensity near Tv must be quite narrow and may be doe to some
fluctuations in the crystal structure. The second peak at 32 K coincides with the
jump in monoclinic angle (see Fig 20). Therefore one could expect this peak to
disappear as the mosakity increases. This b in agreement with the fact that we
have not observed thb peak in crystals with larger mosakity.

Relation between structural and magnetic order?
The measurements show that the temperature dependence of the satellite intensities b rather romplrx. It b obvious from Fig. 21 that no magnetic contribution
b detected below Ty. On the other hand does Fig. 21 show that even though the
intensity variations are small and look like artifacts, they are statistically significant
The monoclinic distortion abo has an unexpected temperature dependence;
on lowering the temperature the distort ion increases slightly, then it decreases
with a slope that flattens for decreasing temperatures, and finally it locks in to
a constant valur>. Additionally, from Fig. 20 it b obvious that the monorlinic
distortion not only is temperature dependent but also deprnds on the mosakity
and thus probably the internal strain in the crystal.
A summary of the measurements, together with previous results b shown in
Fig. 22. where Fig. 22 (a) shows the temperature dependence of the irrational
part of the modulation vector Q which becomes commensurate with the basic
lattice at 7~i = 110 K (the same temperature where the dynamical motion of the
propylammonium chains freeirs). In Fig. 22 (b) the magnetic ordering parameter b
shown, displayed as the intensity of the crystallographic forbidden (010) reflection.
In Fig. 22 (c) and (d) the monoclinic distortion and Ihr intensities of the satellites
are shown, both discussed previously.
The first thing to be noticed from Fig. 22 b that the rather abrupt changes in
the satellite intensities occur at T\ and T-> (and at T\ where they turn, although it
cannot Iw seen in the figure), something I interprete as sensitivity of the satellites
to changrs in the magnetic structure as well as in the crystal structure. The second
thing b that the lock-in of the monnclinic angle b at a temperature just below
the N'rVI trmperaturr. maybe indicating a coupling between the magnetic ordering
and the nionoclinic distortion, the origin of which I shall try to discuss below.
The small ferromagnetic moment b generally believed to originate in anisotropic
exchange interactions of the form D • (Si x Sj). The direction of D can be partly
detrrmined by the crystal symmetry (Moriya [69]) The 2 ( axb along a confines
D to the 6-c-planr. The magnetic moments in the antiferromagnet may then tilt
without change of symmetry, and because no additional reflections will appear,
thr tilt cannot he observed in a diffraction experiment. In a Cartesian coordinate
systrnt with thr x-axb along n. the y axb along b and the % axb along c* two
interacting moments will have the coordinates

...(V)

•J

being antiferromagnrtic (*„) in thr % direction and ferromagnetic in the % direction
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rrrtor (*) (ifterfW]}. tkr m«y*rfir imltmstlf »/Ike (010) rrflecttom (k). tkr mauocltutr distortion (r). mmi Ike smtelhte intensities (a).
(.*;). D is determined by the rrystal symmrtry. and for thr vrry small changes in
this rrystal system (rn m a r % 0.4*) wr may assume that thr orirntatioa of D with
x>-*.\><f\ i<> the unit rrll will be ronstant. In the *. h. c coordinate system, D will
be expressed as (0. lh. Dr). transformed to thr x. jr. s coordinate system this is:

°

I

\

D = I ft + ZXcosn I
\

l)r sin n

/

which givrs D (Si * Sj) = 2*<l*/(/.H + D, cosn). The magnitude of thr anisotropic
interactions semis to depend on the monoclinic angle, a, or in other words, there
is a coupling between the anisotropic exchange and the monoclinic distortion.
Finally, it was known already from previous experiments that the modulation
vector locks in at the same temperature as thr crystal structure becomes monoclinic, clearly indicating a coupling between thr modulation and the monoclinicity.
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3.5

Crystal structure of the ( phase of PAMC

One of the non-explained features in the phase diagram of PAMC was the detailed
structure of the low-temperature (," phase. Knowledge of this structure could, perhaps, shed light upon the £—•(,' phase transition at 112 K, where the modulation
vector locks in and turns.
At University of Århus they have a type 202 'Displex'<§ that can be mounted at
a Hl'BER 4-circ!e X-ray diffractometer, and the samples can therefore be cooled
to 8 K. 1 had the luck to get three weeks of beam time at this diffractometer, to
collect 4-circle X-ray data for the C phase. In this section, I present the results.
First the data collection and data reduction is described, then follows the structure
determination and finally the structure is discussed.

Experimental details
Small crystals of PAMC were cut with a scalpel from a big crystal (like the ones
we used in the neutron experiment). The small crystals suffered from large mosaicity (probably due to damage from the cutting) and gave weak reflections. Several
crystals were tested at the diffractometer, before we found one of reasonable quality. The chosen crystal was of dimensions 0.4 x 0.4 x 0.1 mm 3 . It was fixed with
silicon grease in a capillary, mounted in a type 202 Displex on a HUBER 4-circ'e
diffractometer. A graphite monochromator was used, selecting a wavelength of
A = 0.71069 Å from a conventional Mo-anode. The crystal was cooled to 8 K.
The lattice parameters were determined from centering 18 high angle reflections,
30° < 20 < 47°. It has already been mentioned that the ( phase shows multiple
twinning in the 6-c-plane as shown in Fig. 15. The splitting that follows from
this monoclinic twinning, and which was easily seen in the neutron experiment
described in section 3.4 could not be resolved at the 4-circle diffractometer, because
of the large crystal mosaicity.
Intensities of the main reflections were collected in the pseudo orthorhombic
cell of dimensions 7.437(5) Å, 7.082(5) Å, 25.22(2) Å which is similar to the unit
cell for the orthorhombic phases of PAMC (see Fig. 17). The range in indices is,
- 7 < h < 7, 0 < k < 6, - 2 4 < / < 24. 3535 data with (sin0/A) m a r = 0.53
A - 1 were measured. Data collection for the satellite reflections was done in an
orthorhombic supercell of dimensions 7.437(5) Å, 21.25(1) Å, 75.65(5) Å, with the
range of indices, 0 < h < 4, - 5 < k < 13, - 1 4 < / < 28. A total of 665 satellite
intensities with (sin0/A) m a x = 0.53 Å" 1 were measured. The temperature varied
between 7.9 and 8.1 K during the data collection. An u> — 26 step scan procedure
was used with 75 steps in scan of width A0 at values of 6 as follows: (A0, 0) =
(0.80, 0); (0.90, 15); (1.10, 30); (1.50, 45); (2.10, 60). Counting time per step
was 2 seconds for main reflections and 20 seconds for the relatively weak satellite
reflections.
The data were corrected for the Lorentz and polarisation factors. Absorption
correction was applied [21] by calculating the absorption integral numerically (using the method of Gauss [14]) using 432 sampling points. The maximum and
minimum transmissions were 0.83 and 0.51. After removing the systematically
absent reflections of the pseudo orthorhombic cell, hkl, k + I = 2n -f 1, the data were sorted and averaged to give 1991 reflections of which 1843 had positive
intensity. I am aware that throwing away reflections with negative intensity is
the same as throwing away knowledge of the structure However, the programme,
JANA93, used for the refinements cannot handle negative intensities, and anyway it is customary amongst crystallographers to throw away all reflections where
/ < 2.5<T(/). The agreement between equivalent reflections is R/ = 6.88%. This is
a rather high value, but the reflections were not well shaped Gaussians, and there40
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fore a high value of /?/ is to be expected. The lattice parameters were converted
to the monoclinic cell (see Fig. 17):
nm

=

n0:

a = 7.437(5) Å ;

bm

-

K;

b= 7.082(5) Å ;

cm

=

I(c0-b0);

c = 13.096(8) Å ;

As it was not possible to measure the monoclinic splitting, the measured value of
o was:
o = 90° + t a n " 1 — = 105.69(1)°.
Co

The Miller indices were converted accordingly: h = h0; k = k0\ I = A(/0 — Jt„).
The same indexing as described in section 3.4 page 34 was applied, where we use
a modulation vector of ^b". Each reflection is given four indices, (/»k I m) so that
main reflections are indexed (hklO) and satellite reflections (hklm). A reflection
(h, k.l, ±1) isat the position (h, / t ± i , / ) , when using conventional Miller indices.
Reflections with integer it and / were main reflections with m = 0, reflections with
Miller index k + ^ had m = 1, reflections with Miller index k - 5 had m = — 1.
Satellite reflections with non-integer /, had their indices converted into the system
of the twinned component.
The modulation vector is j b * . Figure 15 shows that the satellite reflections from
the two twin components appear at separate positions in reciprocal space, so there
was no problem in indexing these. The main reflections are overlapping, thus the
(hklO) reflection from one twin individual is superimposed by the (h, k, k + 1, 0)
reflection from the other twin individual.
Structure determination
As described in chapter 2 a modulated structure can be described in a superspace
group, which can be determined from systematic absences of reflection intensity.
From observation of reflections the following reflection conditions were derived:
/i000

;

/i=2n,

Oil' Im

: k+m

= 2n.

By consulting [96] these reflection conditions can be transformed to symmetry
operations. The first condition, /i000; h = 2n, does not involve the satellite reflections, and is indicating a screw axis parallel to the a axis. Thus, the generator for the average structure is 2 i , and in [96] the generator I is given in
the fourth dimension. The second condition Qklm;k + m = 2n, is indicating
a combination of a b-glide perpendicular to a and a r-glide in the fourth dimension, so that the generators are 6 (for the average structure) and s (in the
fourth dimension), respectively. The superspace group may then be written P j
(P2i/6(0/?0)0s). At first sight, the second condition is not given by de Wolff et
al. [96], which made me a bit desperate. The modulation vector can, however,
be redefined to be | i * so that the reflection condition would be /i000;/i = 2n,
0klm;k — 2n, and the second condition would then indicate a b glide perpendicular to a. The generators for this condition is 6 and 1 respectively, and the
superspace group would then be PP2{'\ (P2i/fr(0/?0)00). Yamamoto et al. [99]
discussed this problem, and the two choices, 1): P j ' with the 4-fold general
positions ± ( . r , J / , : , < ) . ± ( i + 5 , y + 5 , * , < + i ) and Q = i b * and 2): Pf"i{,\ with the
4-fold general positions ±(x, j/, z,t),±(i
+ ^,y+ 5 , 2 , 0 and Q = §b* are equiv2
alent. I stick to the first choice, P j ' ' ( , Q = i b * , because then the modulation
Hisø-R-747(EN)
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vector falls inside the first Brillouin Zone, and the comparison with the £ phase
becomes more straightforward. Because space group P2>/6 can be transformed to
P'lijn, our result is also consistent with the results from NMR spectroscopy [73],
where the superspace group were determined to be P j "Another choice is to describe the structure in a big non-modulated unit cell a,
3b, c. The systematic extinctions would then be Okl;k = 2n + l and ft00;ft — 2 n + l
and space group P2i/b. There are, however, two reasons for choosing the modulated description; first, all the satellite reflections are very weak compared to the main
reflections, and a refinement in the big cell would be difficult to perform; secondly,
when comparing with the e phase, the commensurately modulated structure is
the obvious choice. The apparent reduction in the degrees of freedom when using
the modulation wave approach is the consequence of ignoring symmetry-allowed
second harmonic modulation waves - this is reasonable because the observed first
order satellite reflections are of weak intensity (see Pérez-Mato [80]).
Refinements were performed with the program JANA93 (Petficek et al. [83,
82] for both the average and the modulated structure. This programme uses the
structure factor formalism described in section 2.4 at page 16. We decided to use
only reflections with positive observed intensity in the refinement, leaving us with
1590 main reflections and 253 satellite reflections.
The average structure was refined in space group P2\/b with the starting
parameters taken from the 6 phase [28]. Only the Mn atom was on a special
position and no split-atom model had to be used, as all dynamical disorder is
frozen out at 8 K. The twinning was incorporated in the model. The /^-factors

R{F) =

Z\\F0\-\Fc\\/Z\FA™dwR(F)=(Zu(\Fo\-\Fc\f/Zw\F0\*y12

where F0 is the observed and Fc the calculated structure factor, respectively, and
w — l/(T2{Fo), reduced to R = 0.115% and wR = 0.115 for 1590 main reflections
and 27 variables.
The modulated structure was refined in space group P j
(JANA93 has a
commensurate option). We chose 7-4 = 0 to generate an inversion center at the
origin, {7/0000}. Then, the Mn atom were modulated with a sine wave only (being
at a special position) and all other atoms were modulated with a sine and a cosine
wave, so that their deviation, U*, from the average position r< was described as:
Ui=UJin8in(Q-ri) + Ur»cos(QTi)

Q = ^b*

(25)

All atoms were refined with isotropic thermal parameters. Weights of <r~2(F) were
applied. All reflections with positive F0 were used as observed reflections, otherwise
too many reflections would have been omitted. The modulation functions were
found by initially attributing to U*ln and UJ o s small arbitrary values, and then
performing the refinement.
The twinning was also incorporated in the refinement of the modulated structure. JANA93 makes it possible to use the common main reflections for two twin
individuals and also both sets of non-superimposed satellites (van Smaalen k
Petficek, 1992). Such a description can be done in several ways. What I did, was
to give satellites (m = ±1) from the first twin component indices (ft, it, /, ±3)
and satellites from the second twin component indices (ft, k, /, ±2). The indices
of all reflections was divided by (1, 1, 1,3) so that the values read by the programme were (ft, k, I, ±1) and (ft, k, /, ±2/3), respectively. The twinning matrix
(converting the indices from the first to the second twin component) was set to
/ -1
0
0 0 \
0
1 0
0
0 - 1 - 1 0
\
0
0
0 15/
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This means that initially, satellites originating from the second twin component
have non-integer m, and thus are not included in the structure factor calculations from the first twin component. When the contribution from the second twin
component is considered, the satellites belonging to the first twin component are
transformed by the twinning matrix to (h't k'. /', ±1.5) and satellites belonging to
the second twin component are transformed to (/)', k', I'. ± I); in this case satellites
from the first twin component have non-integer m and thus are not included in
the structure factor calculation.
The final ^-factors were R = 0.113, uR = 0.113 {Rob, = 0.097, u<Rob, = 0112
for reflections with / > 2.5<r(/)) for all 1843 reflections and 66 variables. Partial Rfactors were: R = 0.107, wR= 0.112 (Rob, = 0.095, wRob, = 0.112) for 1590 main
reflections and R - 0.274, wR = 0.130 (R,b, = 0.179, wRob, = 0.122) for 253 satel/
•>
\'/2
lite reflections. The Goodness of Fit, GOF = ( u > £ ( | F 0 | - \FC\) / ( n - m)j
,
where n is number of observed data and m is the number of variables, was 6.4.
The output parameters for this refinement are given in Table 1.
Atom
Mn
CI(1)
Cl(2)
N
C(l)
C(2)
C(3)

Atom
Mn
Cl(l)
Cl(2)
N
C(l)
C(2)
0(3)

U?"
-0.005(1)
-0.004(2)
-0.011(2)
-0.003(4)
-0.015(5)
-0.051(3)
-0.049(3)

X

0
0.759(1)
0.0447(3)
-0.023(1)
0.079(1)
-0.029(2)
0.090(2)

ur
-0.004(1)
-0.000(2)
-0.010(2)
0.022(4)
-0.035(5)
0.061(4)
-0.004(5)

y
0
0.255(1)
0.094(2)
0.430(4)
0.385(4)
0.303(4)
0.282(5)

;
0
0.0192(2)
0-1939(2)
0.8305(7)
0.7274(9)
0.633(1)
0.532(1)

BMO/A

1.99(6)
2.03(8)
2.6(1)
1.9(3)
2.3(3)
1.5(4)
2.3(4)

U™
U™s
U™
-0.0127(7)
0
0
0
0.001(1) -0.008(2)
0.0077(8)
0.0162(6)
-0.009(1)
0.008(2) -0.028(1)
0.003(1)
0.007(4) -0.015(5) -0.021(4) -0.006(3)
-0.002(4)
0.017(6)
0.021(6)
0.000(4)
-0.002(2)
0.027(4) -0.035(4)
0.002(3)
-0.006(2)
0.014(7) -0.001(5) -0.004(4)

Table 1. The fractional atomic positions, the isotropic temperature factor, and
fractional modulation parameters.
To reduce the large value of the GOF and the Æ-factors, I tried to include hydrogens at ideal positions. This did not reduce the GOF nor the Æ-factors significantly; probably a twinning effect in agreement with the fact that we were only able to
measure reflections of significant intensity up to 29 — 45°. I tried to remove from
the refinement reflections with \F0-FC\ > \0ao. This left me with 1444 main reflections and 248 satellite reflections. The /{-factors were reduced to: R = 0.086, wR =
0.066 {Rob, - 0.071, u/Æ otj = 0.065) for all 1652 reflections and 66 variables. Partial /^-factors were: R = 0.082, wR = 0.064 (Rob, = 0M9,wRob,
= 0.063) for
1444 main reflections and R = 0.190, wR = 0.089 {Rob, = 0.127, wRob, = 0.086)
for 248 satellite reflections and the GOF reduced to 3.1. The parameters coming
from this refinement are given in Table 2.
The main difference between the parameters in Table 1 and 2 is the thermal
parameters. It is notable that even though only 5 satellite reflections were observed
as bad reflections, the /f-factor for the satellites is reduced by 30%. Main reflections
Risø R 747(EN)
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Atom
Ma
C« I)
Cl(2)
N
C(l)
C(2)
C(3)

Atom
Mn
CI(1)
Cl(2)
N
C(l)
C(2)
C(3)

X

0
0.7562(6)
0.0-158(2)
-0.0228(6)
0.0766(8)
-0.017(1)
0.090(1)

r;nn

-00052(6)
-0.0067(8)
-0.0109(7)
0.002(2)
-0.012(3)
-0.055(2)
-0.052(2)

«
-0.0058(5)
-0.0025(9)
-0.0108(9)
0.020(2)
-0.031(3)
0.072(2)
-0.009(4)

y
0
0.2547(7)
0.0961(9)
0.427(2)
0.388(2)
0.303(2)
0.268(4)

c
0
0.0191(1)
0.1940(1)
0.8280(4)
0.7280(5)
0.6337(7)
0.5322(6)

B„jk
1.76(3)
1.94(4)
2.15(5)
21(1)
1.9(2)
2.1(1)
2.6(2)

U™
t/f*
u;-0.0125(4)
0
0
0
0.0003(6) -0.001(1)
0.0069(4) 0.0153(3)
-0.0100(5) -0.000(1) -0.0296(5) 0.0012(7)
0.005(2)
0.005(3) -0.023(2) -0000(2)
-0.005(2)
0009(3)
0.017(3) -0.006(2)
0.000(1)
0.010(3) -0.032(2) -0004(2)
-0.004(1) -0.004(4) -0.006(2) -0.002(2)

Table 2. The fractional atomic positions, the isotropic temperature factor, and
fractional modulation parameters, where reflections having \F0 — Fc\ > 10<r, have
been omitted in the refinement.
with big deviations were all series of fixed h and k with / varying over a range
of values. Otherwise, there were no obvious connection between them, they were
measured continuously throughout the experiment, and they were not lying at any
particular positions in reciprocal space.

Discussion of t h e s t r u c t u r e a n d c o m p a r i s o n with t h e e phase
In Fig. 23 a view of the superstructure is given from different directions. Figure
23(a) has the b axis horizontal and it is easy to see the longitudinal modulation of
the propylammonium chains. Figure 23(b) has the b axis pointing into the plane of
the paper and it shows that the transverse modulations of the propylammonium
chains mainly are in-plane (along a ) , while the transverse modulations of the
MnClfi octahedra are a combination of both in-plane and out-of-plane movements.
Figure 23(c) is a top view of the structure.
The values of the modulation functions in Table 2 have been converted into
the pseudo orthorhombic cell and inserted in (25). In Fig. 24 the resulting Uj are
plotted as a function of r = ( Q r*), to give a more quantitative impression of the
modulation functions. It should be noted here, that only a finite set of points are
relevant at these curves, as the structure is commensurately modulated. This is the
set of points, where r* is an atomic position. In Fig. 25 I have plotted the atomic
modulations for the f phase [90], assuming that this phase has a commensurate
modulation of j b * .
Comparison of the modulation waves for the e and the C, phases in Figs. 24
and 25 does not yield big differences in the movement of the individual atoms,
and indeed the C, phase looks like a lock-in of the t phase The refinement of the
modulation of the (," phase was started from scratch, and the result has therefore
not been forced to similarity with the t phase. Some differences are, however,
apparent.
• The modulation amplitudes along the x direction of Mn, C'l(l) and Cl(2) are
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Figure 21. The superstructure of (,-PASIC. The atoms are shown with a radius
proportional to their atomic (S, C(l), C(2), C(3)) or ionic (Mn. Cl(l), Cl(2))
radius. In (a) the b arts is horizontal and the c* arts is vertical. The modulation of
the propylanimon'.um chains along b may be noted. In (b) the structure is turned
90° around c" and is shown with a horizontal and h perpendicular to the plane
of the paper. The modulations perpendicular to b are seen to be along a for the
propylammomum chains and along c* for the MnCk octahtdra. (c) is a view down
c*.
significantly larger in the (," phase as compared to the c phase (The standard
deviation for those three are all about 0.001). The modulation amplitudes
along the y direction are almost unchanged. That is the in-plane, transverse
wave has become more pronounced for these atoms.
• The modulations of N and C(3) arc almost unchanged by the phase transition.
• ('(I) has a larger modulation amplitude along the (/-direction in the C, phase
as compared to the e phase (the standard deviation is within 0.003). The
in-plane longitudinal modulation is more pronounced.
• V{'2) have larger modulation amplitudes along both the r- and y- directions
ir. the <,' phase as compared to the £ phase (The standard deviations are all
within 0.003). That is the in-plane transverse and longitudinal modulations
become more pronounced.
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The symmetry operations of superspace group P

are

(0.0.0.0) +
(26)

±(r.y.:.!).±(r+ i . y + i . --.< + -):

and the symmetry operations of the .4-centered superspace gr>up of the t phase

(0.0.0.0) +

(0.

i i
0) +
2'2"

I
I
-\* +
2 y+2i
±(x,y,r .«>.*<*+5
:,t +
y+2-

±(x.y..- ,0.±(' +

i)
b

(27)

Since the relation between the monoclinic and the orthorhombic unit cell description is »m = a,, b m = b„ and c m = | ( c , — b # ); the /t-centering of the main
structure of the orthorhombic f phase is equivalent to a translation c m + b m in
the monoclinic C phase. The m, mirror plane in the e phase is due to the dynamical disorder of the crystal, as the propylammonium chains flip across the mirror
plane. The general positions in the two space groups are therefore the same, the
modulation functions in the two crystalline phases are very similar, and as a whole
one may conclude, that the relative orientations of molecules and atoms in-plane
not are affected at the transition. Figure 26 is an attempt to illustrate the phase
relation ((Q r, + r)) between different lattice sites in the 6-c-pIane for the € and
<"
, structures, respectively, following the superspace group symmetries in (26) and
(27) and the two different values of the Q-vectors. It is apparent, that the only
effect the crystalline phase transition has on the structure, except for the lock-in,
is a phase shift across adjacent layers.
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Figurt 26. The rtlalirr phases for different lattice points in the b-c-plant for
I'AMf. (a): Relative phases in the r phase (using commensurate approximation)
for space group />* J™. (h): Relative phases in the C phase for space group P j t
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3.6

Finishing comments

To investigate the low temperature ^" phase of PANIC I (and co-workers) have
performed both a neutron and an X-ray diffraction experiment. The degree of
uumoclinicity as well as the intensity of the satellite reflections have been determined as a function of temperature, and the crystal structure at 8 K has been
found After accurately measuring the intensities of the satellite reflections, we
may say that the magnetic order does not give any notable contribution to the
satellite intensities. The positional modulation of the Mn atoms is too small to
contribute significantly, and the tilted magnetic moments do not have an observed
rotational modulation coming from an interaction with the octahedra structure,
the tilt is confined to the b-direction
It has become clear that the dynamics of PANIC and of similar compounds
depend strongly on the history of the crystal. This is seen as a mosaicity dependence of the monoclinic distortion from the two different datasets shown in Fig.
20. With increasing mosaicity the curve becomes smoother, probably because of a
decrease of the internal strain in the crystal. This comld be due to magnetoelastic
effects. This dependence of the thermal history makes it difficult to do quantitative
measurements on PANIC, because it is necessary to do all the measurements simultaneously, to ensure compatibility. A similar effect has been observed by Ikeda ct
al. [48] . on the compound PACuC. For a virgin sample they see an abrupt change
in monoclinic angle at 163 K. This abrupt change has completely disappeared
after one cooling cycle, where the change is smooth.
When a comparison is made between the modulation functions for the f phase
(see Fig. 25) and the modulation functions for the (," phase (see Fig. 24). very
few differences become apparent. This means that the main feature in the £ — C",
phase transition, where the propylammonium chains order and the modulation
vector locks in and turns, is a phase shift of the modulation functions across
adjacent layers. The strongest interactions across the layers are steric hindering
and the van der Waals forces between adjacent CHVgroups. These latter actually
keep the crystal together. Changes in the interactions between CH3-groups when
ordering, must be responsible for the turning of the modulation vector. When
disordered (r). the Cll.vgroups take up more physical space (an abrupt increase
in the length of the r-axis is seen at the (,"-< phase transition [29]), and the sterical
hindering must change at the transition. Also, when the crystal is in its disordered
phase, there are different interaction constants from one Cll3-group to each of the
two mirror images of the C|l.vgroup in the layer above. In the ordered phase (£)
there has to be only one interaction constant, and the orientation with lowest
energy does not necessarily have to be one of the two orientations present in the
r phase. The wholr propylammoniuni chain will be affected, and it is therefore
not surprising that the most pronounced difference in the modulated structure
lies in the propyianimoniiim chain in C( I) and C(2). It is a bit surprising, though,
that the movements of N and C(3) do not seem to be much affected at the phase
transition.
It is apparent that many of the properties of PAMC in this low temperature
phase are due to competing interactions and somehow difficult to explain qualitatively. The crystalline phase transition between the £ and the £ phases is triggered
by the ordering of the hydrogen bondings between the propylammonium chains and the CI "-ions. This forces the crystal structure to become monoclinic, but
does not automatically imply a lock-in and a rotation of the modulation vector.
The fact that the three occur simultaneously indicates strong correlations between
them. Also, the behaviour of the moiioflinic angle with temperature and mosaicity must have its origin in competing interactions in the crystal. I suggest that
these competing interactions are the strain in the crystal, the weak ferromagnetic
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interactions, and the modulation waves. These three phenomena all interact with
the monoc'mic distortion, and therefore they become correlated.
My final comntent will be. that I hope these results will, together with all the
previous work done on PAMC. help to shed light on the mechanisms driving the
t — C phase transition at 112 K.
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4

MnSi

The intermetalltc compounds MnSi (manganese silicide) and the cubic polymorph
of rVlie (iron germanium) are known to have a helical magnetic structure. The
magnetic interactions are nearly ferromagnetic, but a small instability causes the
structure to be helimagnetic of very long repetition length. This instability is
possible because the crystal structures do not posses inversion symmetry. The
repetition length of the helical structure in MnSi is ISO A at 4.2 K and it is
therefore suitable for investigations at a small-angle aeutron scattering (SANS)
spectrometer, where the magnetic satellite reflections around the origin can be
observed. The repetition length is. on the other hand, still short enough to make
some investigations possible at a triple axis spectrometer (this is not the case for
example for the cubic polymorph of FeGe. where the repetition length is 6©D Å).
I took part in neutron diffraction experiments to investigate the helical magnetic structure of MnSi. performed on both SANS and a conventional triple axis
spectrometer. My major contribution to this work has been to develop a fast and
practical method to extract parameters relevant for the interpretation of diffraction data by means of the SANS technique. I. r. peak intensity, peak position and
correlation length. The details of this method is presented in the next chapter. In
this chapter I shall describe earlier works on MnSi. which lay the ground for our
measurements. Then. I shall continue with the results of the data analysis of our
experiments. These include temperature dependence in zero magnetic field, field
dependence at -1.2 K. and field dependence of the diffraction pattern just below
the .Neel temperature.

4.1

Previous experimental works on MnSi

MnSi was reported by Williams tt «/. [93] to order magnetically at 30 K. The
spontaneous moment at 4.2 K obtained from the // = 0 extrapolation of the
high field data (H is the applied magnetic field) was found to 0.4 /jg/mole. while
the effective magnetic moment determined in the paramagnetic region was 1.4
/in/mole. Hijli field and high pressure magnetisation measurements by Bloch tt
al. [fil showe.1 incomplete saturation at high fields (even well below the transition
temperature) as well as a large volume (pressure) dependence of the magnetisation. This could, together with the large difference in effective moments above
and below the transition temperature, lead to a conclusion of a wtak itinerant
ferromagnet. Other features, like the relatively large value of the moment at zero
field, pointed towards a strong itinerant ferromagnet and the fact that the susceptibility seemed to be independent of temperature up to the transition temperature
pointed towards an antiferromagnet. However, neutron powder and single crystal
diffraction experiment on MnSi performed by Brown el al. [10] showed neither antiferro nor ferromagnetic components. Eventually, Ishikawa rt nl. [51] determined
the magnetic structure of MnSi to be that of a hel i magnet with a long (180 A)
period, so that although the structure is antiferromagnetic, locally it looks very
similar to a ferromagnet.

Crystal structure
The room temperature crystal structure of MnSi was solved by Borén [8] already in
1;>33. who found that MnSi crystallises in the cubic space group P2i3 (n — 4.0A)
with Mn on position (0 138.0.138,0.138) and Si on position (0.846,0 846,0.846).
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Thr general positions for Mn ami Si in this spare group are:
• a.u.ut.

I-+«--•--«):

(-•-- + « . - - • ) :

( - - « . - « . - + «)(2S)

y' that tkt-r<- arr four Mn and four Si atoms in the unit cell.
Tb.«- >pa<-r group /I'-3 is non-centrosyntmetric. why the crystal possess« cbirality. i. r the crystal struclurr and its mirror inu(e with respect to the [110] plan*
ar«* not identical. Thb means that another possibility for the crystal structure is
to |>ut Mn on position (0 jM>2.0.!*62.0.!t62) and Si on position (0 154.0 154.0 154)
(corresponding to ( « . « . « ) ) . I'sing conventional X-ray scattering the two mirror
images cannot be distinguished. However, the correct structure can be established
by either anomalous X-ray scattering or by convergent beam electron diffraction.
Not until 1995 was the chirality of MnSi determined. Tanaka <t aL [92J found
the chirality of seven different crystals using convergent beam electron diffraction, and found in all cases Mn on position (0 $62.0 S62.0.ct62) and Si on position
(0.154.0.154.0.154) (they call this the left-handed crystal, as opposed to the right
handel given by Borrn [$}).
Figure 27 b a view of the left-handed crystal structure along the (001] axb. The
large atoms are manganese, the smaller are silicon

Ftgnrr 2? Tkt rrgstalstrurUrr of MnSt (8 unit alls). Tkt [100] an* u konzontml.
tkr [010] axis n rrrtual and tkr [001] ans is out of tkt fftr.
Tkt Urar atoms
art Mn. conntttti bn skort interatomic dtstancts (£.8-2.9 A).

Magnetic structure
Al T\ = 20 K. MnSi undergoes a magnetic phase transition to a helical structure
with propagation vectors Q along four equivalent (111) directions. This was established by Ishikawa rl al. [51] who performed a neutron scattering experiment
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• •n a VANS >p«-rtrom*-ter where they had the possibility of applying an external
nt-igif-ri-- fi—l«I Th«-ir experimental result* are shown in Fig 2$ for two different
~-ttitiS* «»f the crystal with respect to the vertical magnetic field. In Fig. 2$ (left.a)
it •-> s»»n that the propagation vector is along the {111} directions. When the magn<-n<- fi--M i> applied along [III] the population of one of the observed domains
i> m-p-as«-! <>n the behalf of the other (b). As the magnetic field increases, the
<.l»rrvni Q rotate towards the field direction (c). presumably to favour magnetic
ti:- •:ii'-nt> [>^rp^mlicular to the field directions. Finally, the intensity in the two reitiaitun& diffraction spots »lecreases (J), interpreted as the onset of a conical state
which ends up in a ferromagnetic state. Figure 28 (right) shows the experimental
situation for the crystal [110} axis along H. First, it is noted that second harmonic
reflections are observed along Qi ± Q j . where Qi.Q? are the strong reflections
along (III), thb was interpreted as multiple scattering (a). Then, as the magnetic field B applied, the propagation vectors turn towards the field directions (c).
The diffraction pattern ends up (d) being very similar to the one observed in Fig.
1»> (left) but with Q along {110]. Furthermore, it b seen that the length of the
propagation vector does not seem to be much affected by its orientation.
Polarised neutron diffraction was used by bhida tt ml. [49] to determine the
rhiralily of the helix which was found to be left-handed in the "left-handed- crystal structure (they also call it an anti-clockwise helix, something I do not quite
un<krstand. as I believe that a left-handed helix » clock-wise).
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Magnetic p h a s e diagram close to

I\

The magnetic phase diagram close to 7jv of MnSi has been studied by different
techniques. The results arc summarised in Fig. 29 by Kadowaki el al. [58] who performed the magnetisation and magneto resistance measurements on MnSi shown
in Fig. 29. In both the magneto resistance and the magnetisation measurements
anomalous peaks were found suggesting the existance of new phases \i4i' and '.42'
close to Ty. The magnetisation measurements were performed on a single crystal
[58] and the field were applied along [100], [110] and [111] directions. No angular
dependence was recorded within the experimental error.
The ultrasonic absorption measurements shown in Fig. 29, were performed earlier by Kusaka et al. [63] with H||[100], [110] and [111], respectively. These measurements showed a different phase separation line corresponding to a single phase
'.4' for the measurements where H||[100].
£lectron spin resonance (ESR) measurents [23] performed on a single crystal
with the magnetic field applied perpendicular to the [110] axis agree reasonably
well with the other bulk measurements. In these experiments the magnetic field
was rotated in the [110] plane without observation of any anisotropy.
••^--r-
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» *
• •
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Figure 29. Phase diagram of MnSt near Tyv
Kadowaki et al. [58])
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found by different techniques (After

The discovery of phase 'A' (or eventually Vh'and '^2') led Ishikawafc Arai [50]
to perform one more SANS experiment on MnSi at 28 K. They chose to apply the
magnetic field along the [110] direction. This seems to be an odd choice since the
ultrasonic absorption measurements [63] clearly showed anisotropy and indicated
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a phase line for H||[100]; however, this choice was probably made because the
o'h'-r bulk measurements showed no anisotropy.
Figure .TO summarises the results of Ishikawa fc Arai [50]. The crystal [110] axis
and the applied field is horizontal and the crystal [100] axis is vertical. When the
magnetic field is increased from 0 kOe to 1 kOe, Q rotates from being parallel
to the equivalent (111) directions to be parallel to the field directions. At 2 kOe
(Fig 30 (c)) the magnetic satellites are gone, but they re-enter at 4 kOe. No crystal
rotation were performed to look for satellite reflections in other directions, still
the result made the authors conclude that the phase 'A' was the paramagnetic
phase (or nearly paramagnetic phase) penetrating into the ordered phase.

u>_
•II

,
__
0
H=0

,
Q,i
0.1A"' -0.1
tlOOU
L-•11101—H

^_^
0
01X'
H = 1K0»

Figure 30. Contour maps of equal intensity of small angle scattering in the (110)
reciprocal plane at 28 K in various magnetic fields. Lines are plotted at intervals
of l/.V of intensity with N = 1.6 (After Ishikawa & Arai [50]).

New m a g n e t i s a t i o n m e a s u r e m e n t s
Recent magnetisation measurements by Gregory et al. [40, 41] confirm the existence of a single phase 'A'. They do, however, not confirm the statements that
the magnetic properties are completely isotropic, as a large difference is seen between applying the magnetic field along the crystallographic [111] direction (along
Q), the [110] direction or the [100] direction. In Fig. 31 observed minima in the
susceptibility curves are plotted as a function of temperature and magnetic field
for the magnetic field applied along the [100] direction. The phase line separating
the paramagnetic and the magnetically ordered region is not shown. When the
magnetic field is applied along the [111] direction, the lower phase boundary is
not seen, and the two upper phase boundaries (enclosing phase 'A') appear only in
a very narrow temperature and field interval. These measurements give clear evidence that MnSi is magnetically anisotropic and formed the basis for our further
investigation of the magnetic phases in MnSi.
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HC»a«i

Figure -il. The minima of the tnverse susceptibility in the [001] direction displayed
as a function of internal field and sample temperature (After Gregory [40]).

4.2

Theoretical background

Bak & Jensen [3] developed a theory which could explain the helical magnetic
structure of MnSi and cubic FeGe by the Dzyaloshinskii mechanism. The noncentrosymmetry of the space group F2j3 turns out to be important, as it allows the
antisymmetric Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions which leads to the long period
modulated helical distortion of an otherwise ferromagnetic system.
The free energy, F(r), is expanded in terms of a slow-varying spin density S(r) to
fourth order in the spins and to second order in the gradients (under the condition
that it must be invariant under the symmetry operations of P2i3).
F

(r)

=

l

-A(Sl

+ S; + S2z) +

bS(VxS)

+ ;U[(VS,) 2 + (VSy)2-r(VS,)2]

+

B-,

m'+m'+m

+ C( Si + S2 + S; )2 + D(St + Sj + S?).

(29)

A periodic structure is assumed of the form
S(r) = ^ ( S g e x p ( i Q r) + Sfcexp(-iQ r))
where Q is the wavevector, and the free energy density becomes (to second order
in S Q ) :

W)

~A\SQ\'

+ ibq (sQ x s'Q) + ifl,<Ja|sQ|

+ MQl\sQl\2

+ Ql\SQ^-rQ2ASQA2)

(30)

The second term on the right hand side (containing b) which may be caused by
antisymmetric spin-lattice or spin-spin interactions of the form S; x S ; , destabilises
the ferromagnetic structure. This term is expected to be small compared to other
second order terms which may originate from symmetric Heisenberg interactions
of the form Sj S;.
By setting SQ = OLQ + i0q the spin structure can be expressed in real vectors
as:
S(r) = a Q c o s ( Q r ) - / J Q s i n ( Q r )
and Eq. 30 is minimised when a g JL 0q and | a p | = \0q\ where for 6 > 0, Q is
antiparallel to QQ X 0q (right-handed spiral), for 4 < 0, Q is parallel to aq X 0q
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(left-handed spiral). As 6 is either of the two, the spiral will be etther right- or
left-handed for a certain crystal structure. The direction of Q is determined by
the anisotropic second order gradient term with coefficient B?, such that B 2 <
0 => QH(lll) and fl2 > 0 => Q||(100).
Minimising F(Q) with respect to Q gives Q = \b\/(Bi + 5B2) Because 6 < <
B\. #•_> this indicates the small value of Q (the long period) of the helical structure.
Furthermore, Bak k Jensen find that renormalisation group theory predicts the
magnetic phase transition to be of first order.
I'lumer fc Walker [86] include external magnetic field and magnetic anisotropy
in the Landau type free energy and use it to model the wavevector and spin
reorientation in magnetic field. As opposed to Bak &: Jensen they do not assume
that the local free energy density is a function of a slowly varying spin density only
- they use mean field theory and expand the free energy in powers of Q, m and
S, where m is the homogeneous contribution to the spin density induced by the
external magnetic field, S is the spin-density-wave polarisation-vector and Q is the
wavevector. Hereby, they could explain the observed rotation of Q with magnetic
field. The theory was extended by Plumer [85] to explain the more complicated
phase sequence in cubic FeGe.

4.3

Experiments

It has already been mentioned that the magnetic ground state of MnSi is a spiral
propagating along equivalent (111) directions. The long-range spiral gives rise to
magnetic satellite reflections around the origin, and the magnetic order can therefore be investigated on a SANS instrument. Satellite reflections appear also around
the nuclear ( 1 0 0 ) , ( 1 1 0 ) a n d ( l l l ) reflections and Q is still short enough that some
information can be gained from an experiment on a triple axis spectrometer.
The measurements were done partly in collaboration with C. I. Gregory and
N. R. Bernhoeft, University of Durham, U. K. and we used the same MnSi single
crystal as used for the magnetisation measurements of Gregory et al. [41]. A part of
the results outlined below was given in the thesis by Gregory [40] who used a brute
force analysis to extract information about peak intensities and peak positions
from some of the SANS data. As will come clear from the following, I have used
the complete data set and extracted complete and accurate information about
all relevant parameters, 1. e. total intensity, peak position and correlation length.
Part of this analysis was performed by M. Jermy, University of Birmingham, U.
K., during the summer 1993.

T h e S A N S experiments
The aims of these experiments were twofold. First, to look for critical scattering
which should be present just above the Néel temperature. The critical scattering
was observed by Ishikawa & Arai [50] as a diffuse ring around the origin at scattering vectors q ~ Q(helix). Secondly, we wanted to perform a further investigation
of the magnetic ordering in phase 'A', to establish the nature of this phase.
The SANS experiments were performed on the SANS spectrometer situated at
Riso National Laboratory, described in more detail in Chapter 5. The principle in
the experimental geometry is a neutron guide (filtering high energy neutrons and
thereby reducing the background level), a mechanical velocity selector, monochromating the beam, two circular pin-holes, defining the beam width (the sample is
placed just after the second pin-hole) and an area-sensitive detector. The sample
was mounted in an Oxford 5 T superconducting magnet and could be cooled to
4.2 K. We used incident neutrons of wavelength A = 6.91 Å, 6\/\ = 9 % and a
sample-detector distance / 2 = 4 m. The distance between the two pin-hoies were
Riso H-747(EN)
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/i = t> in. th*1 diameter of pin-hole 1 was ii-| = 1.6 cm. and the diameter of pin-hole
2 was «••_. = 0.6 cm (see Fig.s 32 and -13).
The high purity single crystals were prepared by Simon Brown at the Cavendish
Laboratory. I'.K.; they were, as mentioned previously, the same as those used for
the magnetisation measurements.

1 Sample I was a disc of height 0.75 mm and diameter 2.5 mm. mounted with
the [110] axis vertical, the [001] axis horizontal and perpendicular to the
direction of the direct beam and [110] axis along the direction of the direct
beam. This sample was used in zero field measurements i. t. the measurements
where we looked for critical scattering.
2. Sample 2 was a cylinder of diameter 1.3 mm and height 3.5 mm, mounted
in the orientation shown in Fig. 32, with [001] axis vertical, the [110] axis
horizontal and perpendicular to the direction of the direct beam and [110]
along the direction of the direct beam. This sample was used for the field
dependent measurements.
The experimental configuration is shown in Fig. 32, with the orientation of sample
2 used as example (and without showing the magnet). The crystal could be rotated around the vertical axis and within limits tilted around the horizontal axis
perpendicular to the incoming beam direction. (Whenever a full rotation scan was
made at a particular temperature and field, the data was used in the complete
data analysis described in Section 4.3).
(001)
011KQ)

SANS area
sensitive detector
Neutron beam
Magnetic Structure:
Spiral propagating along Q

'Single crystal
sample of MnSi
Figure 32. The experimental configuration for the MnSi experiment performed on
SAXS. The crystal could he rotated around a vertical arm, and tt wax poxsihle to
apply a vertical magnetic field.
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Data treatment uf S A N S rotation scans
To »to the data analysis on the MnSi data, the expression for the resolution function
convoluted with the scattering cross section was incorporated in a least-squares
programme. The detailed derivation of the resolution function is shown in Sections 5.3. 5.1 art! 5.5 (the final Eq.s |5ri) or (70)). the scattering cross section is
calculated in Section 5.7 and the convolution product is given in Eq.s (71) or (72).
In the data analysis the information was used from the rotation scans, where
the crystal is rctated an angle » in steps Ao around a vertical axis, with all other
experimental conditions fixed. This produces a two-dimensional spectrum at each
setting of the rotation angle o. As the scattering vectors are not necessarily lying
in the horizontal plane, this is not a conventional rocking curve.
The maximum amount of information was extracted by analysing the series
of spectra in the rotation scan simultaneously. When the crystal is rotated an
angle o. :he T-vectors (the reciprocal lattice vectors) of the crystal change their
orientation with respect to the laboratory (and with respect to the spectrometer).
around the vertical axis. The coordinates of the r vectors change by the following
transformation matrix (the coordinate system of Fig. 32 is used):

(

cos«
0

0 —sina \
1
0
I

(31)

sino 0 cos« /
Tilting the crystal an angle 3 will similarly change the orientation given by the
transformation matrix:
/ I
0
0 \
JO
cos J sin J j
(32)
\ 0 - s i n J cos.? /
For a given setting of a (or J) the contribution is calculated from a given lattice
vector T (in this case T = Q) in a given pixel. This is done by calculating the
nominal scattering vector, (q). of the pixel, then finding Aq = T - (q) and finally
calculating the convolution product in (71) or (72) for Aq" = £ A q , where T_ is a
tranformation matrix, given in (65) which ensures that Aq is given in the correct
eoordinr'e system for Eq.s (71) or (72) .
The refinement of the model is then performed against a three-dimensional
data set, where the first two dimensions are due to the pixel indices of the twodimensional detector, and the third dimension is the rotation angle a of the crystal.
The triple axis experiments
The triple axis experiments were performed on the cold neutron source instrument.
TASI at Risø. operating in the elastic mode with pyrolytic graphite monochromators and analysers. The measurements were done using a neutron energy of 20
meV: using the (00-1) reflection from the monochromator and the (002) reflection
from the analyser (to select only the 2 A neutrons from the incident white beam).
The sample was a long rod of dimensions 2 cm x 0.5 cm > 0.5 em, also prepared
by .Simon Brown. The crystal was mounted in two different settings - scattering
from the [110] plane or from the [100] plane, respectively. The first setting was
used to determine the mosaic spread of the sample and to look for critical scattering. For the second setting, the sample was placed in a Oxford 5 T magnet and
a vertical magnetic field could be applied. The goal of the latter experiment was
to "reproduce" the SANS experiment, and to look for ferromagnetic contributions
at the (110) peak when the magnetic field was applied, as well as to look for the
phase 'A': this experiment was of limited succes, as the crystal (when it did not
exactly fall ofT) touched the walls of the magnet and therefore had a somewhat
undetermined temperature.
Riso R 717(F.N)
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4.4

Discussion of the experimental results

Determination of t h e mosaic spread
To be able to refine the correlation lengths of the magnetic satellite reflections
(see Section 5.7 for the detailed equations) it is necessary to know the mosaic
spread of the crystal, so that this can be deconvolved from the total width of the
reflections. The mosaic spread is determined from measurements of the transverse
width of a nuclear reflection on a triple axis spectrometer. In Fig. 33 are shown
the measured half width contour maps of the nuclear (110) reflection and the
corresponding, say, (rjrw) satellite reflection.
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Figure 33. Left: The half-maximum contours of the (110) reflection. The axes are
in units of a', such that the scattering vector q is found by multiplying by 2n/a,
a = 4.57 A. Right: The half maximum contour of the (rjrjrf) satellite.
From the given resolution of the spectrometer and the mosaic spread of the
crystal, the transverse and longitudinal widths of a specific reflection could be
calculated. For this we used the routine RESCAL (developed at the Institut
Laue-Langevin, Grenoble, France) to calculate the width of the reflection (using the Cooper/Nathans method [20]). To match the full-width-half-maximum of
the measured (110) nuclear reflection, transverse width: 0009 A - 1 , longitudinal
width 0 019 A" 1 , we had to use a mosaic spread (FVVHM) of 12'. Then, the width
of the (r/r/rj) satellite for a mosaic width of 12' could be calculated. The result
from RESCAL is 0.0002 A - 1 and 0.019 A - 1 , respectively, for the transverse and
longitudinal widths. As the measured values are 0.003 A" 1 and 0.015 A" 1 it is
obvious that there is a big discrepancy in the transverse direction, and the satellite reflections are thus bound to have a significant extra broadening from finite
correlation lengths.

Measuring the critical scattering
The rather steep increase seen in Fig. 29 between the paramagnetic and helical
phases indicates that the magnetic phase transition is of first order, in agreement
with results of Hansen [44]. Critical scattering, which must be present at a second
order phase transition and which might be present at a first order phase transition,
was observed by Ishikawa k Arai [50] as a ring of radius ~ Q around the origin.
A similar phenomenon was observed by Lebech ci al. [64] in cubic FeGe.
\\> looked for this critical scattering at both SANS and TAS1. Very quickly
it turned out that if at all present, the critical scattering at SANS would be
corrupted by background scattering from the magnet. This background scattering
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at 300 K is shown in Fig. 34. The scattering is from the magnet without the sample.
Unfortunately, the maximum background intensity i» at a radium very close to Q
for the magnetic structure and a possible ring of critical scattering could not be
established.
Due to the lack of resolution for the (frø'/) satellites on TAS1, this experiment
also failed to give a clear answer. Clearly any search for critical scattering would
need to be done on SANS using a conventional low temperature cryostat.

m
-0.07

o.OO

0.07

Ftgure '34. The background scattering from the magnet, logarithmic scale. Dark
zones indicate strong intensity. The scales of the axes are similar and show qT and

T e m p e r a t u r e d e p e n d e n c e a t zero field
The temperature dependence of the satellite reflections was measured on SANS
in a temperature range from 4.2 K to 30 K at zero field. The data were fitted as
described in Section 4.3 varying the intensity, the correlation width and the length
of the scattering vector. The length of Q was restricted to be equal for the four
reflections, but the intensities and the correlation lengths were only constrained by
inversion symmetry. It was not possible to refine the longitudinal (along Q) correlation length independently, as the broadening due to this contribution overlaps
with the rather large b\/\ contribution from the spectrometer. The longitudinal
correlation length was therefore restricted to be equal to the transverse correlation
length.
One set of rotation data recorded at 4.2 K is shown in Fig. 35 (left) for the
rotation angle a = -2.125°, 0° and 2.125°, respectively. The data are background
subtracted and normalised to water. To the right the corresponding best fit is
shown with \2 = 5.4, where \2 is defined:

i= l

N is the number of pixels, v is the number of varied parameters, Ia and Ic are the
observed and calculated intensities, and <r0 is the standard deviation of/„.
The total intensity, the length of the modulation vector and the transverse correlation width have been plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 36. Unfortunately, between 25 K and 28 K, the scan procedure was changed from 5 minutes
scans at three different setting angles, to just one 15 minutes scan at a = 2.125°.
The refinement, at these latter gives significantly different intensities than the better defined rotation scans and they are not included in the data. The reason for
Risø-R-747(EN)
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the difference is that, due to the finite correlation lengths, the peak shape is closer
to a Lorentzian function than to a Gaussian function, and the fitting is difficult
to perform if the edges are not well defined. In other words, the single scan at
o = 2.12"}° corresponds to a measurement of two satellites at the maximum of the
Lorentzian and two satellites at the tail of the Lorentzian and this is not enough
information to (it properly a Gaussian function and determine the peak intensity
The phase transition at 7.v = 2!) K is indeed seen in Fig. :lf) (a) to be rather
steep, but it is difficult to judge whether the transition is of first or of second order
The data close to 7 \ are not measured systematically with temperature, thus it
makes no seine to try to fit a critical exponent. Hansen [44] and Gregory [10] both
f'Mind .1 to be around 0.2. indicating a first, order phase transition. The temperature
dependence of Q is shown in Fig. .'$6 (b). With decreasing temperature, the slope is
decreasing, maybe approaching a lock-in below 4.2 K. In. Fig. .16 (c) the transverse
width is displayed as a function of temperature. The width decreases just below
7,v and is constant between 25 K and 12 K, but below 12 K it. increases. Only two
rotation scans show this increase, but the data are consistent with the results from
the field dependence at 4.2 K measured on another single crystal (see Fig. 38(c) at
// = 0). However, the increased width is correlated with the indication of a lock in
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Figurr 36. (a): The temperature dependence of the total integrated intensity (arbitrary unit*) for the four observed satellite reflections in the [110] flane, (»):
The length of the modulation rector (Q) as a function of temperature, (c): fke
temperature dependence of the correlation width.
(or another) transition below 4.2 K. The domain size at 20 K is \/±Q
and at 4.2 K, l/±Q = 1800 A. i. e. of the order of ten periods.

- 2900 Å

Field dependence at 4.2 K
The magnetic satellites were followed a* a function of magnetic field at the lowest
reachable temperature. 4.2 K. The data were measured in 15 minutes at each
setting with rotation scans at n = - f i ° . - 4 0 . - 2 * , - l o , 0 * . 1°.2°,4» and 6*. The
data were refined as described in Section 4.3. Due to the magnetic field the cubic
symmetry was broken and it was only reasonable to apply inversion symmetry.
Also in this case it was not possible to refine the longitudinal correlation length
Rise R 747(KN)
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as o function of field, (b): The integrated intensities of the two pairs of satellites
as a function of applied magnetic fit Id (c) The transverse correlation width as a
function of field.
respect to the crystal [001] axis is shown in Fig. 38(a)- At a certain value of the field
~ 0.06 T. the wavevectors start rotating towards the field direction. This rotation
stops at ~ 0 18 T. In Fig. 38 (b) the integrated intensity of the reflections is shown
- dividing the satellites in pairs connected by inversion symmetry. The scattering
intensities from the two domains lie closely until a field of approximately ~ 0.07
T. Here, the intensities of the (ijjrø) and (frøip) reflections start to decrease (this
can be seen also on Fig 37 (middle), where the lower intensity of the top right and
bottom left reflections is obvious) This is not surprising, as the field direction is
not completely aligned with the [001] direction in the crystal. At ~ 0.18 T only two
reflections ran be distinguished as would be expected from Fig. 38 (a). In Fig. 38
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{••i th-fi>rrrt{i>n'ling correlation width is shown. It is seen to start increasing at •>'-''.-". I. pr-•'•«*•!> u.twu?; it's maximum around ~ U.i> T (too few data are present
t" s--t- id.- i-.»rr«*'"t position of the maximum) This indicates a phase transit ion
at -- ii l«i I'. Above -- O.IS T the intensity from the single domain decreases, as
th>- structure gradually turns into a cone. The interpretation of these data must
b<- rather uncertain, as tht-re is a lack of data points above U.Io T. The interval
In-inrn-n O.ltø T and 0.1 * T is called the Q-rotation regime. Here, the term coming
from thr applied magnetic field overcomes the wreak anisotropy term, described
in Section 12 and the Q-veetors start rotating - seen as a second order phase
transition at 0 lf> T. where the correlation widths of the reflections are seen to
divrrge. The idea arises, that the transverse width also could be due to a "magnetic
mosairity - . i. t. variations in the direction of r. This idea comes because the
transverse width increases at the same field which alters the T-direction (away
from the easy direction one could imagine a more messy picture).
Above 0 IS T the conical phase is present. The total satellite intensity b decreeing as a finite moment is appearing along the field direction.
Fit-Id dependence at 28 K - phase 'A*
The initial purpose of the SANS experiment was to measure the phase 'A', however, the measurements of phase 'A' were performed just before a reactor shut-down.
ami due to lack of time no rotation scans were performed - detailed data analysis
has therefore nol been possible.
Figure 39 shows the observed scattering patterns at constant temperature (-»
2S K) for varied vertical magnetic field The spectra to the left show scattering
from the [I i()j plane, in the middle is shown scattering from the [010] plane and
to l!i-- right the situation is shown in a miniature phase diagram (corresponding
lo Kig. 29). In Kig. 39 (a) the field is 0.12T (corresponding to above the 'domain
reorientation regime" in Kig. 29). The modulation vectors are close to the field
direction. At 01-1 T. (b). only scattering from the (010) plane was recorded, and
additional satellites with Q perpendicular to the field direction have appeared
Figure 3!) (c) is recorded at 0.20 T in phase 'A'. Indeed things have happened.
th<' reflections in the [l 10] plane are gone and in the [010] plane reflections are
present only perpendicular to the magnetic field. In Fig. 39 (d) reflections with Q
along thr fiH<l direction are re-entering, and the observed pattern in Fig. 39 (e)
looks v-ry similar to the observed scattering pattern in (a); however, the satellites
ar>- not completely aligned (and have different shapes) in the two situations, they
arc probably along [001] in (a) and along H in (e).
The difTrartion patterns observed in the (I JO] plane are consistent with the results shown in Fig. 30 (right) by Ishilcawa tl «/. [50]. The additional measurements
(Fig. 30 (r)) with the crystal rotated Ah*, so that scattering was observed from the
[010] plane give the final proof that the phase'.4' is not paramagnetic. Reflections
are present along [100] and [100] (due to symmetry abo along [010] and [010]. The
reflections along [001] and [001] are, however, gone and are therefore not seen in
the [110] scattering plane.
At first the observed diffraction pattern in phase 'A' is surprising - at least if
a lieliral modulation wave is assumed. However, in phase 'A' the resulting spin
pattern is unlikely to be helical, it is probably either a fan structure (a distorted
helix) or a sinusoidal structure, wh * the spins are still perpendicular to the
magnetic field. Further SANS measurements on MnSi in the phase 'A' are in
progress and will hopefully reveal the magnetic structure of phase 'A'.
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Second h a r m o n i c reflections
Figure 35 shows that in addition to the strong satellite reflections along the equivalent (111) directions, much weaker reflections are present along the [001], [001],
[110] and the [110] directions. This phenomenon has been seen before (for instance
in Fig. 28 (right)). The question arises, whether these "second order" reflections
are due to multiple scattering from the strong reflections, or whether they are due
to interactions between the modulations of the two different domains, giving rise
to a modification of the spin structure.
Reflections originating from multiple scattering only appear if the Bragg scattering conditions for two "host" reflections are fulfilled at the same time, and they
are therefore typically very narrow compared to the "host" reflections. Thus, a
least squares fit to these reflections giving a much smaller correlation width than
for the (111) reflections, would make the assumption of multiple scattering reasonable. Such a fit to a rotation scan at 4.2 K of 10 files gave a correlation width
of twice the value for the strong reflections. The fit was not good though, but large
value of the correlation width argues against multiple scattering. However, we also looked for the second order reflections at TAS1, the triple axis spectrometer,
around the (110) reflection - without success. As multiple scattering depends on
the resolution function which is different in the latter case, this observation argues
towards multiple scattering.
These two different observations, pointing in opposite directions, and none of
them extremely certain, do not allow an unambiguous conclusion as to whether the
second order harmonics are real reflections or reflections originating from multiple
scattering.
However, with the crystal oriented as in Fig. 32, an experiment should be performed, where the crystal is rotated around the vertical axis so that the eight main
satellites are rotated off the Bragg scattering position. If the crystal is perfectly
aligned, with the [001] axis and the vertical rotation axis coinciding the intensity
along (777777) + (77777;) would not be affected if it is due to real reflections; however,
peaks originating from multiple scattering would disappear. The ideal alignment
is not easily achieved in a real experiment, hence, it will be necessary to try to
recover the lost intensity by rotation around the 1 axis (tilting)

4.5

Finishing comments

The magnetic structure of manganese silicide (MnSi) has been investigated by
neutron small-angle scattering as well as on a neutron triple axis spectrometer.
The purpose of the experiment was to look for critical scattering around the Néel
temperature and to find the nature of the so-called phase 'A' - a small pocket in
the phase diagram just below TsThe search for critical scattering above T)v was inconclusive, and to decide
whether a ring of scattering appears just above the Néel temperature requires a
cryostat without small-angle scattering at the same position as the ring, which
would then be relatively easy to detect.
The temperature dependence of the satellite intensities shows a phase transition
at ~ 29 K. The modulation vector does not lock in within the reached temperatures, but the behaviour of the length of Q and the correlation widths at low
temperatures indicates that perhaps a lock-in transition is present below 4.2 K.
The results from the low temperature field dependent measurements confirm
the results published by Ishikawa et al. [51]. However, the analysis of our d»ta
was more detailed, and it has also been possible to find the correlation widths of
the reflections. It is obvious from the field dependence of the correlation widths
that a phase transition occurs at ~ 0.18 T, above this field Q is parallel to [001]
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(approximately the field direction), below this field Q is rotating towards the (111)
directions.
The main result is that phase 'A' exists. Phase 'A' is not paramagnetic as suggested by Ishikawa &c Arai [50], but antiferromagnetic with modulation vectors
perpendicular to the applied magnetic field. It has not yet been possible to determine the detailed magnetic structure from the SANS measurements, partly
because detailed data are lacking, and partly due to the limitation imposed in reciprocal space by the SANS spectrometer. A successful experiment performed on a
triple axis spectrometer, where the intensities of several satellite reflections could
be collected in phase 'A', combined with more detailed experiments on SANS,
would probably be able to establish the correct spin structure in phase 'A'.
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5 The resolution function for the
SANS geometry
When a diffraction experiment is performed, the measured intensity profile contains information on the interactions giving rise to the ordering. However, due to
finite collimation, monochromatisation and detector aperture this profile is smeared and cannot normally be determined directly, as neutrons with scattering vectors
q in a range around the nominal scattering vector (q) contribute for a certain instrumental setting. It is necessary to compromise between instrumental smearing
and flux at the sample in the sense that it costs a loss of flux at the sample to
improve the resolution by which (q) is measured.
To find 'he correct peak shape, it is necessary to deconvolute the smearing
effects of the spectrometer. These smearing effects are thus essential knowledge
for the analysis of diffraction data; they can be determined either empirically
by measuring the beam shape or they can be calculated and expressed by the
resolution function (Pedersen et al. [78], Pedersen [77]).
In most small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments the scattering from
the sample is isotropic (see for example Svergun, [91]; Hansen and Pedersen, [45])
allowing the use of a resolution function for radially averaged data, which is a
resolution function integrated over spheres where q is constant. If the sample
is scattering anisotropically, for example stretched polymers (Scherrenberg et al.
[88]), oriented liquid crystals (Date et al. [24]) or other oriented samples with axial
symmetry, we use a two-dimensional resolution function, which is integrated along
circles of constant q according to the axial symmetry. Within the last decade several single crystal measurements on traditional SANS set-ups have resulted in a
demand for methods for calculating the three-dimensional resolution function for
this type of instrument. These include measurements on flux lattices in high-Tc
super conductors (Forgan [36]) and heavy-fermion superconductors (Kleiman et
al [62]), ordering in block copolymers (Mortensen [70]), and magnetic ordering
o' long-range spirals, e. g. MnSi and cubic FeGe (Lebech, Bernhard k Freltoft
[64]). Knowledge of the resolution function is crucial for analysing and understanding these experiments, and analytical expressions for the resolution function
are desirable because these will decrease the computational time spent on data
analysis.
1 had to know the resolution function to do the analysis of the MnSi data
described in the previous chapter and performed therefore a full calculation of
the resolution function for an experiment including a velocity selector, a pin-hole
collimation system, and an area sensitive detector.
In this chapter I shall first define the resolution function and then in more detail
describe the derivation of the resolution function for the (SANS) spectrometer at
Risø. Then, Bragg reflections of finite width are introduced, and the filial equations
for the measured intensity are derived.

5.1

Definition of the resolution function

The resolution function R({q),q) is defined (Cooper k Nathans [20]; Nielsen k
Moller [74]; Lebech k Nielsen [65]) as the probability function for detection of
a scattering event of scattering vector q = (q) + Aq when the instrument has
been set to detect scattering events of the nominal scattering vector (q). Here and
in tin- rest of this chapter I shall consider only elastic scattering, as I have only
been concerned with this. Also, it has general relevance for X-ray scattering. If
the investigated sample has a scattering cross section, d(r(q)/dQ, the measured
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intensity /((q)) lor the setting (q) is proportional to:

/((q>)*y"R(<q).q)^l<fq

(33)

From Eq. 33 it is seen that if do(t\)/dQ = Æ(q—T) (as is the case for a Bragg reflection from a perfect crystal), one may measure the resolution function /?((q),-r)
directly. However, the position T of the Bragg reflection cannot be moved continuously in reciprocal space, but if we consider the resolution function to be
independent of A q for small A q , (ft((q) — A q , T) = R{(q),T + Aq)), the resolution function may be scanned through the Bragg peak, instead of scanning the
Bragg peak through the resolution function. It is clear though, that an empirical
determination of the resolution function by a collection of perfect samples with
Bragg reflections at scattering vectors of many different magnitudes is too ambitious and methods to calculate the resolution function are desirable. Different
methods have been developed to determine the resolution function. To calculate
the three dimensional resolution function I have employed the analytical beam line
analysis method presented by Pedersen k Riekel for a two dimensional problem
[79] and outlined below.

T h e analytical beam line analysis m e t h o d
The distribution of the incoming neutrons is described as a function of two position parameters, x and y, two angular parameters, x' and t/ and the relative
wavelength deviation, AA/A. x and y give the position relative to the beam centre
in the plane perpendicular to the beam direction (the z direction), and in the
paraxial approximation x' and rf are the corresponding angles relative to the direction of the nominal neutron. AA/A is the relative wavelength deviation from
the nominal wavelength (A) (— (A — (A))/(A)). By applying Gaussian approximations for the neutron distribution and the transmission functions of the apertures
one can calculate the distribution at the sample position. This approximation is
not as crude as it might seem, since according to the central limit theorem, the
convolution of several box functions comes close to a Gaussian function.
The neutron distribution at the sample position is therefore described as a
Gaussian function of x, y, x', \j', and AA/A in the five dimensional phase space.
The resolution function is the neutron distribution given as a function of A q and
we must therefore write A q as a function of the five parameters in the phase
space. Aq(x, J ' , J / , I / , AA/A). A q is expanded to first order in x, x', y, j / and
AA/A. This expansion introduces three linear constraints on the five parameters,
reducing the number of free parameters from five to two. The resolution function
may then be found analytically as the integral of the neutron distribution over the
remaining two parameters.

5.2 Coordinate transformation,
functions and acceptance windows

transmission

The use of coordinate transformations and transmission functions (acceptance
windows) is essential to the analytical beam line analysis method and in principle
any beam profile may be calculated if the coordinate transformations and the
transmission functions are known for the apertures involved.

Flight path
A nciitron at position r along the beamline having the position £,,jft and the
direction T',.;/, will at position z+L have changed position toxj = Xi + x^L, yj —
Risø R 747(KN)
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V, + i/.L (the direction is unchanged). The coordinate transformation matrix for
the flight path L can thus be expressed as:

/ 1 -L
0 1
0 0
»
=
0 0
!/.
V (AA/A), J
\o 0
(

*•

"\

A

0 0
0 0
1 -L
0 1
0 0

o\

x',
•7
0
(34)
0
0
(AA/A), /
1
The flight path does not discriminate between different parts of the beam, therefore
the transmission functions for all variables are unity.

Collimation
Control of the neutron direction, collimation, is usually obtained by using Soller
slit collimators or pin-holes.
A Soller colimator consists of parallel sheets of neutron absorbing material (like
cadmium). A top view is seen in Fig. 40 (a), the nominal neutrons move along
the ;-direction. The length, /, of the collimator and the distance, tr, between the
sheets determine how well collimated the exit neutrons are. The assumption that
the collimater's total width is broader than (or as broad as) the beam size means
that the transmission function in position space (and also in wavelength space) is
unity. The transmission function for a Soller collimator in angular space is shown
in Fig. 40 (b) (solid line). It is triangular.
W

r
!

ft

-w//

(a)

w//
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Figure 40. (a): A top view of a Soller collimator where the neutron absorbing
sheets are placed with a distance w and are of length I. The neutron path is in the
z-direction. (b): The transmission function (solid line) for the Soller collimator
and the corresponding approximation by a Gaussian function of the same spread.
A Gaussian function that has the same spread as the triangular function is also
shown in Fig. 40 (b) (dashed line). The collimation perpendicular to the paper is
very poor for the Soller collimator (in Fig. 40), and this direction is thus chosen
to be perpendicular to the scattering plane. The spread of the Gaussian function
is crT' = (2w'//)/v24 and the transmission function is approximated by:
exp[-!,"/<*]

(35)

The coordinate transformation of a Soller collimater is the unit matrix.
Pin-holes (circular) or slits (rectangular) can work as collimators as well. The
transmission function for one slit of width wt is a box function in position space
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(unity for the angle and wavelength space), shown in Fig. 41 (b) (solid line),
with the corresponding approximation by a Gaussian function (dashed line). The
spread of the bos function and the Gaussian function is aT — » i / v l 2 so that the
approximation becomes:

•'-M>[-

(36)

-*'/°l\

Kor a circular pin-hole the transmission function is equivalent, however, the spread
is <rr = «vj/4 (the pin-hole appears to be narrower). Two pin-holes placed after
one another along the beam direction, like shown in Fig. 41 (a) have an effective
collimation determined by the distance / between the two pin-holes as well as by
the sizes if,. w2 of the pin-holes. The coordinate transformation of the flight path
/ introduces a correlation between x and x'. That is the reason why (tro pin-holes
also have an effective collimation in the angle space. This angular collimation
decreases as / gets shorter (see Section 5.3).
-> x

W,
•2

/

/'"*

.
-\* ,/2

w /2

-> <-

w,

(a)

(b)

Figure .f/. (a): A top view of tiro pin-holes of widths wj and »"2 placed with a
distance I. The neutron path is in the z-direclion. (b): The transmission function
for a single slit (solid line) and the corresponding Gaussian approximation.

Monochromatisation
Selection of a specific wavelength (energy) of the neutrons is done by either a
crystal monorhromator or a mechanical velocity selector.
Crystal monochroniators are usually divided in perfect crystals and mosaic crystals, the preferred type depending on the experiment (most crystals fall in a category somewhere in between the two extremes). The former is a true single crystal,
without defects. If only the kinematical theory is considered one would expect the
Brag^-peaks from such a crystal to have a ("»-function shape. However, dynamical
scattering theory has to be taken into account and, popularly, one can say that
because the crystal is a perfect scattcrcr, the beam does not. penetrate very far,
and the reflections get broadened along the scattering vector, as if the broadening
were due to finite size of the monochromator. Therefore the Darwin width, Wo, of
the crystal is introduced, defining the spread in the length of the reciprocal lattice
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vectors (T-vectors). The scattering situation for a flat perfect crystal is shown in
Fig. 42 (a), where it is assumed that the monochromator scatters in the horizontal
x- z plane. According to Bragg's law the outgoing neutron has angular deviation
x'. = x[ from the nominal path, if the incoming neutron has deviation xj from the
nominal path. The coordinate transformation for the perfect flat crystal is thus
simple and the matrix equation is:

/ 1
0
0
Vi
=
0
it
\ (AA/A), )
^ 0
(

*<
<

\

0
1
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
1
0

X
0 \ I
]
0
x'j
0
VI
0
y'j
\ } \( AA/

(37)

Differentiation of Bragg's law gives a connection between AA/A and x' (A0) so
that x' = AA/A tan 9. The approximated transmission function for the perfect
crystal is close to a box function with Darwin-width Wo so that <TD = Wi>/y/}2.
The angular acceptance window of a neutron with a certain AA/A is described as
a Gaussian function with centre around AA/A tan 0:
exp

-tx'-

(AA/A) tan

0f[(rD

so that the correlation between angle and wavelength is included in the angular
acceptance window.
The mosaic monochromator (for example pyrolytic graphite) consists of small
crystallites with orientations that deviate slightly from the mean direction. The
orientations can be closely described as a Gaussian function of mosaic width r). The
scattering situation for a mosaic monochromator is shown in Fig. 42 (b). It is seen
that because the neutrons might be scattered from a mosaic block, oriented a small
angle ft from the mean orientation (dotted line), the relation (x'j = xj) no longer
holds, and instead xj + x'j = 2A0 = 2AA/Atan0. The coordinate transformation
is thus
/

x,
x'

\ (AA/A),

\

1 0
0 -1
0 0
0 0
\ 0 0

/

0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0 2tan0
0
0
1
0
0
1

The angular acceptance window becomes
l
exp - -(x'-

/

x

l
x-,

\

I

(38)

VI
\ (AA/A), /

(AA/A)tanOf/rA

and the correlation between angle and wavelength is included in the angular acceptance window.
A mechanical velocity selector may be a rotor with helical slots, made of neutron absorbing material. The velocity (and thereby the wavelength) of the passing
neutrons has to match the rotating slots. To a good approximation there is no
correlation between the position x, y of the passing neutron and the wavelength
spread ÆA/(A) = fwhm(A)/(A), and the triangular transmission function is approximated by:
exp -i((AA/A)V<r?)

where a\ = ((^A/(A))/(2v / '2ln2). The area covered by the slits is much smaller than
the transmission area velocity selector and to a first approximation the mechanical
velocity selector does not affect the coordinates of the passing neutrons. Therefore
the transformation function is the unity matrix.
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(a)
Figure 4~- (a): The diffraction situation for a perfect monochromator. (b): The
diffraction situation for a mosaic monochromator, where neutrons may be reflected
by mosaic blocks rotated a small angle \i from the mean direction.
Sample
If the sample is placed just behind a slit, covering an area smaller than the slit,
the effective beam size is defined by the sample size. This means that in the
transmission function, the size of the slit must be exchanged by the sample size.

Detector
The detection of the neutron also introduces a smearing. A detector will typically
have a circular or rectangular area of width wx and \vyi wherein it detects the
neutrons. This area may be approximated by a Gaussian function:
<,xP[-2XVcrT]exp[--y2/^]
where err = wr/\/VI and similarly for the ^-direction. The detector resolution is
included by a convolution into the beam intensity distribution [79].

5.3 The instrumental parameters for t h e SANS
set-up
The first component in the experimental geometry is a mechanical velocity selector
that makes it possible to select the nominal wavelength, (A), and the wavelength
spread 6\. The beam is defined by two circular (or rectangular) pin-holes separated
by a distance / i . The pin-holes can be either rectangular or circular. The first slit
has the width wri,wyi and the second slit the width w l 2 , w y2 . For circular or
square slits wti — wyi (see page 73 for the difference in a for these). The sample
is placed just after the second pin-hole and finally a position sensitive detector is
located at a distance U from the detector (see also Fig. 43)
In Fig. 43 (left) a top view of the neutron paths is shown, defining the position
parameter, x, and the angular deviation, x'. Figure 43 (right) is a side view of the
pinholes showing where the nominal (•) and an arbitrary (o) neutron will pass,
defining x and y of the scattered neutron, when it passes the two pinholes. Figure
43 (bottom) shows the definition of the laboratory coordinate system, having basis
vectors a. b and c.
The beam intensity distribution is separated in three components,
1z(x,x'),
Iy(y<!/) a,1( l /A(AA/A) so that / — 1XIVI\. At the first slit the beam intensity
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Direct Space
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Detector
top view
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Sdeview.b
-*a

Figure 43. Schematic new of the experiment, and definition of the parameters x
and i' at the lop new to the left, and the partmeters x and y at the side view
to the right. The a. b and c-azes marked are the basis vectors of the laboratory
coordinate system.
distribution is given by:
M-r.-r')

=

/»(!/, y')

=

exp[--x7<M2]

exp[-i(AA/A)2M2]

(39)

where (Trl2 = H'xi 2 /I2 and fffi7 = »r,i 2 /12 are the variances in the x and y
directions due to the first slit, and <xA = ÆA/{(A)2\/2ln2) is the relative wavelength
standard deviation due to the velocity selector. In these formulas normalisation
factors are omitted, but they are introduced in Section 5.7.
When the neutron has moved the distance /| in the ^-direction, its x coordinate
transforms to x + x'l\. When the distribution is described by Gaussian functions
the inverse transformation is inserted in the exponential (see page 72):
X —

T - X'U

The transformation is equivalent for the //-direction. At the sample position the
beam intensity distribution will thus, be given by:
IAT.X')
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=

exp

>

*'/I)V*31]exp[-i.rV*2J]
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- «p I-r, H*- + *'?'r -2«'it)/^i + * 3 /»y]
= «-sp -^(»-jr'/i)7^i *xp -~ir ? /^7

VW>

MAA/A)

- - ((y- + y 3 /? - Srø'/t )/<r2. J- jf-/"^) I

-

«p

=

exp|--(AA/A)7*A-|

(-10)

where <Tr? and <r,; are due to either the second slit or the sample size, depending
on which one is the smaller (see page 75).
Finally, the finite detector resolution has to be convoluted onto the beam intensity distribution. It can be shown that this is equivalent to adding the variance
of the detector to the variance due to the finite size of the slits. The detector
resolution only affects the position parameters, x.y. and we have to convert 9X to:
•>

•»

•»

•»

and a similar conversion for <ry. To find cx and v3. it is necessary to rewrite the
beam intensity components l(y.y") (and similarly for I(x.z')):

I(y.y') = «ip[-j((ir, + , c i I -2 W 'l,)/» f , 3 + r/»l5I)J
=

« p ( ~ ( ^ j ( * + r,) 3 + C3i)

(41)

where

= (1L
\<r,i7

^IIZSZ!

\f

4(»„1 + V ) » i i ! /
(42)

From (-11) one gets that ff,2 = <r,l3«r,32/(<rs.l2 + <r,;3) has to be replaced by
ff,.w; = (T,t I o , ,i 3 + "9r<r,.*•_? + <Tj?2*',.rf'i?)/(^,r + "gi1) *nd an equivalent
substitution for the .r-direction. These values are inserted in the exponential and
the beam intensity distribution may he written as:
/,(i/.»')/x(x.x')/>(AA/A)
= exp [ - 1 (ay- + by'7 + < W ) ] x exp [ - 1 ( j x 2 + Ax'2 + j x x ' ) ]
xexpJ—cfAA/A) 1 ] (43)
The parameters a. b. c. d, g, h. and j are luted in appendix A. For a given
instrumentation, they may be treated as constants, and need to be calculated
only once.

5.4

The expression for q

A neutron with finite x.y.i'.\J. and AA/A is detected at a specific point on the
detector (in a specific pixel) and is thus, assigned a nominal scattering vector (q).
However, the art nat scattering vector q depends on x.y.x',]/,
and AA/A. To be
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able to ;>«-rform the integral anil find the resolution function, the connection het»v»-n the deviation from the nominal scattering vector. Aq. and x. jr. x''. j / . and
AA/A must he established. A q is expressed in the cartesian coordinate system in
reciprocal spa.-«-. where the basis vectors are parallel to the basis vectors in the
laboratory system (see Fig- 43). This system is called the reciprocal laboratory
system. We- take all deviations into account to first order by calculating the contributions from finite x and jr. (Aq,^). finite x' and jf\ ( A q , . , . ) . *n«l finite AA/A.
( A q J . separately, and finally add them, so that we get A q = q - (q):
A q = A q , f + Aq,,,. + Aq*

(44)

The two-dimensional situation (in the x-c-plane) is shown in Fig. 44 (a) (direct
space) and Fig. 44 (b) (reciprocal space). Figure 44 (a) is comparable to Fig. 43.
except that jr. j / = 0. The scattering situation is converted to Fig. 44 (b) which
shows the scattering triangle for the nominal and the actual scattering vector. The
difference between q and (q) may be written, A q = A q , + A q , . + Aq*. A q *
Rives a contribution along q but cannot be seen at Fig. 44 (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1,1,. (a) The tiro-dtmensional situation illustrating nominal neutron path
(solid lint) and the path of a neutron denoting from the nominal direction (dashed
line), (b) The corresponding scattering triangle for the two. q for the deflating
neutron is: (q) + A q , . + A q , .
Back to the three-dimensional problem, we first consider the contribution from
finite x and jr. A q , , , which is the most difficult to determine. Figure 45 (a) shows
the path of the nominal neutrons In (solid line) and a neutron I (dashed line) which
deviates in direct space by x. y from the nominal ones. The angle between the
path I,, and the y - ;-plane is called d. and the angle between the projection of lo
at the y - ;-plane and the ;-axis is called i \ Finally the angle between the vector
1,, = (x. y. 0) and l» is called «. The problem is that there is no obvious connection
between '20 and Aq. In Fig. 45 (b) the plane defined by the two neutron paths lo
and I is shown.
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C

T* *

(b)

(a)

t'ianrr +'5 (*,) Fir pif« of tkt nominal ntatron is alonm h and a n< utron patk
ii-1 tatina from tkr nominal patk alona I. Tkr samplr is flactd i» onto of tke
laboratory cor rim tir system, and tkr drttclor is in a plant parallrl lo tkt s — jrplant. Ikat contains tkr rndpomts of lo and I. (k) Tkr plant dtfintd ka lo and
1.
To find the angle 11 between lrj and lo it is necessary to know the lengths of
l x , . lo and I. From Fig. 15 (a) one has:
/j/rosocosi"

/..
'r,

Vr~+1T

=

I

(45)

(

=

(46)

/„ sin o - i
\
/o ros c sin %• — y I
la ros o fos i/

(47)

/; is th»- sample-detector distance, defined in Fig. 43. I may now be expressed:
/ = yj In' + T- + | r - 2io(.rsino + y ros ©sin t )

(«)

The rosinr relation is applied to Fig. 45 (b) to find the angle u:
'xv + 'o - '"
xsinø + jrsin v r o s d
ros u = — —
=

2M

The ver tor 1^_

. a vertor in direct spare, which is anti-parallel to the vector

A q T ; . and has the length Saztla/(k).
and y:

lA(I

=

(49)

where {k) = 2sr/(A), is to first order in x

l x , - -J r , cos II

(

(.rsinrt + j/cosøsin r ) |

- ( : )

sin*
\
sin*
rcos*sinv
o s * sin v I
cox O
o ros
ros fi /
ros

(50)

This lead.« to:
In
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7f»

— <t'' f o s a n m '
xru*"0 — jrsini-cos o sin ø
\
I y — x sin o cos o s i n e — ystn" t e a s - o
I
\ — xsin o coao cos r — ystnv cos' o cos*,- /

(51)

Ilif contributions due to the angular div^-rgence. A q ^ j . . may to first order in
x' and tf br- written as:

• • -{t) ( i )

A«b , = -<*} I /

I

(52)

Finally the contribution due to the wavelength spread. Aq*. is considered. This
contribution is only affecting the length of q and may be written as:
Aqx = -(q)(AA/A)

(53)

To find A q the three contributions are added:
Aq

=

A q , , + A q , . , . + Aq*

=

Ax + Bx' i C j + Dy + E —

(54)

A. B C. D . and E are found by inserting equations (51). (52). and (53) in equation (44). The expressions for A. B. C. D . and E are given in appendix B.
Kcpiation (54) expresses the conditions to be fulfilled in the parameter space
( x . j f . x ' V . AA/A) for A q .

5.5

The resolution function

An analytical expression for the resolution function may now be obtained by integrating over the five parameters in the phase spare the beam intensity distribution
given in (43) multiplied by the three ^-functions given by (54)
K((q> q)

*

f

dtdx'dydy'd{\\/\)

« p [- l- W

+ by' + dyy' + , x 3 + Ax'- + j x x ' + r(AA/A) 2 )]

x

r(Af, - £",(AA/A) - .4 x x - Btx' - C,y -

Drj)

x

r( A , , - E,{AA/A) - .4,x - B,x' - C,y -

D,y)

x

r(A*-£,..(AA/A)-.4ix-B..x'-C,*-Dl5/)

(55)

where a h. c. d. y. h. and j are the instrumental parameters given in Appendix A,
ami where Ar. At... E. given in Appendix B, describe the connection between the
five dimensional parameter space and the q space.
As tt, = B: = Dx - D. = 0. the ^-function conditions reduce to:
x'

=

±qt/BI-xAI/Bt-yCT/BI-U\\/\)Et/Bx

y'

=

A,,/0,-x.4,/0,-jK7,/D,-(AA/A)£,/Df

AA/A =
SqJE,-rA,/E,-yC,/E,
The integrals over x'. j / . and AA/A are performed by substituting these expressions
into the exponential function in (55). and it is now possible to write the resolution
function as:
W(q)-n)
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I his is an analytical r-xpn-ssion for the resolution function, where n. J. •}.*.«. and
i" are giv«-n in appendix C The normalised beam intensity distribution b defined
x. that J /iti|. q i.itj = 1 The normalbing prefactor. W.. is given in appendix I).

5.6

Comparison witb Monte Carlo simulations

To ch«-ck the analytical calculation* of the resolution function, the results were
••• >:iip.-ir<*d with Montr- ("arlo simulations of the resolution function (Pedersen et
al [T>]: Pedersen [77]).

The Monte Carlo simulations were performed as follows: First, a nominal scattering vector b chosen and the corresponding position on the detector b calculated. The neutron wavelength b chosen randomly from a Gaussian distribution.
The {»ositions on the apertures where the neutron passes are chosen randomly
within the widths of the apertures. Finally the detector resolution b incorporated
by generating a position on the detector from a Gaussian distribution around the
nominal position. The wavelength and the positions are used for calculating the
actual scattering vector which b finally stored in a three-dimensional histogram.
The comparison was done in a coordinate system where it also was relatively
rasy to estimate the resolution. Thb coordinate system b defined in Fig. 46: the
x-axis b along the nominal scattering vector, the y-axb b perpendicular to the
scattering plane, and the -axis perpendicular to the two.

Z

Ewokl -•-"•
sphere
<kj>

Figure I,t> Tkr definition of tkf coordinate system, m-kere tkr companion ketwern
Ihr <nlcnlatinn.%. the Montr Carlo simulation* and the estimates is performed, x is
n/.'HV tkr q rector of the purl, y is perpendicalar to tke scattering plane defined
if q and thr in coming ware rector, k,. and z is perpendicular to the two.
Rav-d on analytical calculations ( - ) and Monte Carlo simulations (o). respectively, the resolution function b plotted in Fig. 47 for a specific example where
q = (0.1.0.0) A. /i = l2 = 6 m. w „ - w,, = 2 cm, wx7 = wf7 - I cm, (A) = 10
A. and cA/(A) = 0.18. (a) shows the resolution function for a perfect detector
resolution and (b) for a detector resolution of 3 cm x 3 cm (box function). The
agrrrnunt is good between the calculated and simulated resolution, especially in
the x- and y-directions. According to the Monte Carlo simulations, the shape along the ^-direction is close to a box-function for perfect detector resolution (a),
thus it deviates significantly from the calculations where the Gaussian approximation has been used. However, the shape of the two approaches for finite detector
resolution (b).
The shape and width of the resolution function along z can be estimated as
follows: Th<- width in the :-direction (perpendicular to «| and in the scattering
plane) is the angular width of q. For perfect detector resolution, the assumption
that thi* angular spread mainly is due to the angular spread of the incoming
neutrons, means that it is determined by the angle covered by the slits as seen
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(a)

Figure ^1. (a) The calculated (—) and Monte Carlo simulated (o) resolution function for /] = /2 = 6 in, Wxi = Wj,! = 2 cm, anrf wr2 = vtyi = 1 cm, for perfect
detector resolution, (b) The calculated (-) and Monte Carlo simulated (o) resolution function for lt = /2 = 6 m, wx\ = wy\ = 2 cm, wZ2 — wy2 = 1 cm, and a
detector resolutton of al$ = a'$ = 0.87 cm.
from the central beam at the detector position:

*.*(f),,Æ2

or

„„(J^MS

(57)

depending on which one is the smallest. Due to the sharp cut-off produced by
the apertures the shape of this contribution comes close to a box function, thus
dividing by \f\2 is necessary to get the spread in the 2-direction.
For perfect detector resolution, the width in the x- and y- directions may be
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estimated: Differentiation of the expression for q, ?(A,0) = 4;r/Asin0, gives (Pedersen, Posselt k Mortensen [78]):
dq

=

— — sin 9d\ + -^- cos 9d0

«

d\
- — q + 2kd0

A"

A

(58)

From (58) it is seen that for small scattering angles the resolution in the x-direction
will be dominated by the tfA/(A) contribution (which is determined by the setting
of the velocity selector), giving:
<r x «(«A/(A))|q|/(2^/2in2);

(59)

The resolution in the y-direction, perpendicular to the scattering plane, will be determined purely by the collimation, as the wavelength spread does not contribute
in this direction:

„.((iai+adS^a.).*),,,^

(60)

The estimated spreads of the resolution, given in Eqs. (57,59,60), are compared
in Table 3 (top) to the spreads of the calculations and the Monte Carlo simulations
for the example shown in Fig. 47 (a). The agreement between the three is seen to
be good, also in the ^-direction.
Perfect detector resolution
o~x

Estimated
Calculated
Simulated

oy

7.7- 1 0 - 3 8.9 • 10" 4
7.7 • 10~ 3 8.9 10" 4
7.7- 1 0 - 3 8.9 K T 4

oz

4.8 10" 5
5.1 • 10" 5
4.9 • 1 0 - 5

Detector resolution 3 x 3 cm2 (FWHM)
ffT

Estimated
Calculated
Simulated

7.8 • 1 0 - 3
7.9 • 10" 3
7.9 • 10" 3

0~y

ffZ

1.3 1 0 - 3 8.9 • 1 0 - 5
1.2 10" 3 8.6 • 1(T 5
1.2 1 0 - 3 10.0 1 0 - 5

Table !]. The estimated from geometry, calculated by using the analytical approach
outlined in Sections 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5. and Monte Carlo simulated spreads of the
resolution function in the x,y and z directions of the coordinate system defined
in Fig. 1,6. The first example is for perfect detector resolution, and the second
example is for a detector resolution ofi x 3 cm2 (full-width-half-maximum).
To complete the comparison, the finite detector resolution is included as a box
function of width 3 cm (the same value shown in Fig. 47 (b)). This value is
exaggerated, but then it is easier to illustrate the resolution effect of the detector.
The resolution of the detector is <T% = o'fy = 3 cm/\/l2 = 0.87 cm. Converting
this to reciprocal space: or$ = <rJJJ = 0.87 cm/600 cm • 2ir/(\) = 9.1 • 1 0 - 4 A " ' .
The detector resolution has to be transformed into the relevant coordinate system.
For this specific example, the y axes of the reciprocal laboratory coordinate system
and the coordinate system defined in Fig. 46 coincide, and the x and z axes are
inrned 0 with respect to the reciprocal laboratory system. Therefore, we get that
°TD = (Tr/ocoa0 = 9.1 • 10- 4 A" 1 , ff,jD = tø = 9.1 • 10" 4 A " ' , and vlD =
crrxY,sii\0 — 7.3 • 1 0 - 5 A . The detector resolution is included by performing a
convolution with the other contributions thus, we add the variances <r,p2 to the
variances <v given in Eqs. (57,59,60).
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In Table 3 (bottom) the estimated spreads for this example as well as the values
found from Fig. 47 (b) are presented. The agreement between the two calculations
is excellent.

5.7

Bragg reflections of finite width

To be able to analyse data properly, it is necessary to take it into account that a
real crystal does not have Bragg reflections shaped like ^-functions. The reflections
are broadened due to the mosaicity of the crystal and due to finite correlation
lengths. Though the broadening is not related directly to the resolution function,
it is necessary to take into account for the data analysis of most single crystal
measurements and I shall therefore go through the calculations in detail.
The mosaic spread of a crystal describes the distribution of orientations of the
small crystallites with respect to their average orientation. Usually, this distribution is assumed to be a Gaussian function of the angular deviations from the
average crystal axes, written as:

exp [ - i ( * > ; + 9;fa; + 0;/c; + et0J*ly + 9xBtfå, + *,«*/<&)] (61)
where 9, is the angular deviation in the ?-direction (i = x,y, z) and a} is the
corresponding variance. The mosaic spread will for a given Bragg reflection at reciprocal lattice vector, r , only broaden the scattering cross section perpendicular
to T , thus the scattering cross section can be described as a two-dimensional Gaussian. If the correlation lengths, defining the ordering, are small, these also have to
be taken into account. The correlation is generally anisotropic, but I have assumed
that it has one value along q and is isotropic in the plane pei <dicular to q (this
is a reasonable assumption for the MnSi experiment, discussed in the previous
chapter). In addition we use Gaussian approximations for the Lorentzian shaped
broadening from the correlation effects. This is a rather crude approximation but
it offers a possibility to calculate the scattering cross section analytically.
It is necessary to introduce a new coordinate system in reciprocal space, called
the r-coordinate system (see Fig. 48). This coordinate system is related to the
reciprocal lattice vector of the sample, T . Let a T , b r , and cT be the cartesian
basis vectors of the r-coordinate system, so that aT is along the T-vector and b T
is perpendicular to the plane defined by r and the incoming wave vector k,-. If the
coordinates of r in the reciprocal laboratory system are (r x , rv,Tt), this means:
aT

=

,

(r r ,r y ,r..) = ( i 1 , r 2 , r 3 )

(62)

yjTl + T* + r*
bT

=

cT

=

,

(-Ty,r f ,0) = (yi,ift,jo)

(63)

,
( - T x r t , - r , r y , r ? + r ' ) = (zi,z 2 ,,r3) (64)
J(T? + TZ + T})(T?+T*)

In Fig. 48 the definition of a r , b T and cT is shown for a reciprocal lattice vector
T.

It should be noted that this coordinate system is not fixed. If we choose another
refiVction or rotate the crystal the coordinate system rotates correspondingly. If
(xj/O denotes vector coordinates in the reciprocal laboratory system and (x"y"z")
denotes coordinates in the r-coordinate system, the transformation matrix between the two is:
/ x" \
I „
x2 x3 \ I x \
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Ewald
sphere
<*/»

Figure 4$- The definition of the r-coordtnate system. a r is along the T rector (the
reciprocal lattice rector considered), b T is perpendicular to the plane defined by T
and the incoming wave vector, kj, and c r is perpendicular to the two.
A Bragg reflection, T , only broadened by mosaic spread (infinite correlation
lengths) will give rise in the r-coordinate system to a two-dimensional scattering
cross section proportional to 5 m o j :
1
exp
2*(Tff,)'

S(<\')mo, —

1 (% ~ Ty ) + i°: ~ r ; )
2
(ratf

Hl"~K') (66)

Here, I have assumed isotropic mosaicity, i. e. in (61) I use the values at =ffy—
IT. — o9 and (T^ = az. = <ry- = 0 (for MnSi this is reasonable, as the crystal
structure is cubic). The prefactor is chosen so that JSdq = I.
If the system has finite correlation lengths the scattering cross section originating from the reflection given by T is proportional to Sr0rrS(*l")'orr

-

/8T 3 <T||(T2

exp

\UijL$r^-<tH<-ef\\
(67)
2
, V "i

i

l\

The scattering cross section originating from a crystal structure, with mosaic
spread. tre. and finite correlation lengths, <T|| and ff±, will be the convolution of
Ec|s. (66) and (67), i. e. it. will be proportional to S
1

S(<i

8>r».7||(,72+(r«r,)')

exp

((r';-qy

(r;-tf)2 + «-^) a Y

(68)

In (66), (67) and (68) T'J - r and T'J = r," = 0 (this is the definition of the
T-coordinate system). The resolution function must be written, so that it is a
function of A q = q — (q) given in the r-coordinate system. It is thus, necessary
to extract the dependence on A q in (56). The dependence on A q is purely in
j3, fi and {, and they have to be rewritten. This is done in appendix C. For A q
expressed in the reciprocal laboratory system, Eq. (56) can be written as:

fl((<i). q) = fin^p [ni&ql + »2A7J + H3A7J + mA^Afy
+xir,\lr&'h + iir,A7j,A7;]

(69)

where the parameters u\, n 2 , M3, U4, t/5, M«, and R0 are given in appendix D (Ro is
chosen so as to fulfil the condition: /rt((q),q)rfq = 1).
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Performing the transformation Aq" = £ A q makes it possible to express the
resolution function (69) as a function of A q " in the r-coordinate system:
min")- q") = «o exp[u',Atf5 + u'.Aqf + u3lqf

+

u'^'J^

where B',, U'2. U'3. U'4. U'S.U'6. and Ro, given in appendix D, are expressed by the
transformation matrix (65) and U(, 1*3,113,114, Us and tig.
Using R({q").q") and 5(q"), both described in the r-coordinate system, makes
it possible to calculate the integral in (33). For a system with scattering cross
section proportional to (68), we get:

/«q"» =floSoJ R((q"),q")S(q'W

= RoSoJJJdJMdtftxp [«i(tf - w;))2 + «',(,;- - «)) 2
+«3(?" - <?"»2+«;(tf - («;'»« - (tf»
+«'.(«? - (tf ))(«r - (?"»+««(< - «»(*" - (tf »I
exp [- K ( t f " r;')5 + m».((tf - r^')2 + (?" - O 2 ) ) ]
— r?05o\

(mc - u',)2(n^ - 4n7n3)

exp [ U ',(r; - tø'))2 + U ',(r; - tø'})3 + u ^ ' - tø'))2

+«;«-tøW-tø'))
+»s(^-(?"))(n"-(?:'»
+«6«-(7;'))(n"-(?"»]
exp [(2 U ',(r; - tø')) + « < ( < " tø'» + « ' s « - tø')))' /H(m« - «'.))
cxp [(n 3 nj + n2n5 - n 4 n5n6)/(4n 2 n3 - n2;)]

(71)
2

where n 2 , n3r n4, ri5,n6 are given in appendix E and mm = I/(2(<rj? + (r^j.) )),
mr = 1/(2<T 2 ) and 5 0 = l / f v ^ ^ f f i + (r<r,)2))

For a system with infinite correlation lengths, the scattering cross section is
proportional to Eq. (66) and the convolution product becomes a bit simpler:
/((q"))

-

RoS'o j

R((q"),q")S(q")m„dq"

= RoS'0 j J j <tø'<tø'<tø'exp [«',(<?" - tø'))2 + «'2tø' - tø'))2
+«£(«? - (?"» 2 +<w - ww; - (?;»
+«5(?;' - <o)(«r - <«"))+<« - (?;'»(?" - w»]
exp [ - m m ( ( < - < ) 2 + tø' - r,")2)] *(tf - < )
-

«0*o

4n'2n3

exp [ U ',(r; - tø'))2 + , / 2 « - tø'))2 + u3(r'/ -

tø'»2

+ « i « - (tf))(tf - (7;')) + <K' - tø'))K' - (7"))

+««« - tø'))« - tø'»)
exp [(n 3 n 4 2 + n',^ 2 - n'4n'sn's)/(4n'2n'3 - nj 8 )]
•sf3

(72)
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where ii',.n3.ri^.rij.n^ are given in appendix E. in m = I/(2(r<r*)J). and 5J =
l/(2T(r(7>)'-). Kqualion (72) is also valid if the correlation length along r is infinite
(or not resolvable by the spectrometer), but the transverse correlation length is
significant: in that cose r;im = l/(2(<r^ + (~<r*)~)).
Knowing (q) and T means that they can be transformed into the r coordinate
system by (rjo) and the intensity /((q)) = /({q")) may be calculated.
I have used the expressions (71,72) to analyse the single crystal MnSi data as
described in Section 4.3.

5.8

Finishing comments

I have derived an analytical expression for the resolution function based on Gaussian approximation. The analytical treatment of the three-dimensional resolution
function shows a good agreement with Monte Carlo simulations. Furthermore, the
mathematics is fairly simple although tedious, and the treatment has proven to be
a fast tool for analysis of diffraction data recorded by a two-dimensional detector.
The final equations for the resolution function convoluted with the scattering
cross section from a crystal with Bragg reflections broadened by mosaic spread
as well as finite correlation effects, have been implemented in a least-squares programme on a VAX-4600. A least-squares fit to a data set like the one shovn in
Fig. 35 is performed by choosing a set of pixels (typically II by II pixels around
each reflection). For four reflections, varying 10 parameters, it takes around 82
seconiis of CPl" time to refine 9 rotation spectra (4356 data points). This means
that the treatment can be used in data analysis, even if analysis of a lot of data
sets are planned. Until now, we have performed some preliminary data analysis of
the magnetic ordering on .MnSi.
One of the major advantages is that the beam shape is calculated from the
known "optical" elements of the set-up: a change of the optical elements along
the flight path only requires recalculation of a few of the parameters given in the
appendices - this can easily be done by exchanging a few input parameters in a
programme. Therefore .V .ualytical treatment is also of interest when initiating
an experiment or redesigning an instrument; before performing a planned change
in the experimental geometry, the consequences can be calculated quickly, and
waste of expensive beam time could be avoided.
It is. however, important to draw the attention to the approximations I have
made in the modelling; the mast crude one being the Gaussian approximation
of the Lorentzian-shaped reflections due to finite correlation lengths. If one aims
at determining the width of such Bragg reflections, it is important to rotate the
crystal through the reflection, so that the edges of the Lorentzian are well defined.
If this is not done, it can give very misleading results for the intensities and the
peak widths, and therefore of the correlation lengths.
For applications in the future, it should be noted, that the equations easily may
be extended to the monochromator case, where the intensity distribution include
correlation terms between y, j / and AA/A; something that could be useful also for
small-angle X-ray scattering. In addition, the small-angle approximation of the
scat tering angle 20 has been avoided in the derivation of the scattering vector q in
Section it A. This means that the formulae are valid for experiments using Laue geometry in general (double axis spectrometers), and can no doubt also be of interest
for more traditional crystallography, as well as protein crystallography. Another
extension is to characterise the input distribution of the instrument (the beam
intensity distribution from the neutron guide) and include this when the beam
intensity distribution and the resolution function are calculated. In the present
model it has been assumed that this input distribution is completely independent
of r, i/, i', \j and A.
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6

Conclusion

In my Ph. D.-work I have investigated two examples of modulated structures. The
first example is the low temperature (below 110 K) (," phase of PAMC which is a
structure with displacive modulation. The second example is the magnetic phases
in MnSi which show a long range modulation of the spin structure.
The purposes of the investigations on PAMC were to find the crystal structure
in the <"
, phase and to search for interactions between the crystal ordering and the
magnetic ordering. The structure determination, based on X-ray four-circle data,
showed that the £ phase crystallises in superspace group P j with q = b*/3.
The crystals show multiple twinning and thus the structure determination gave
quite high /(-factors (R^, = 0.072, wR.t, = 0.065) for all 1652 reflections and 66
variables. The modulation functions in the C phase are apparently very similar to
the modulation functions in the e phase - a surprising result since the modulation
vectors in the two phases are rotated with respect to each other. However, the
similarity indicates that the structure within one layer of th. -ompound does not
change significantly at the phase transition, and the difference between the two
phases must be due to changes across the propylammonium layers. Measurements
of the temperature dependence of the monoclinic distortion and the satellite intensities showed a lock-in of the monoclinic angle at ~ 30 K, somewhat below
the Xéel temperature (7>- = 39 K). No magnetic contribution to the satellite
intensities could be detected. A pronounced dependence on the crystal mosaicity
(and thereby the history of the crystal) was detected for the monoclinic distortion;
this history dependence makes it difficult to give quantitative measurements on
PAMC, because it is necessary to do all measurements simultaneously.
Generally, I have found it difficult to give qualitative explanations for the properties of PAMC. The thermal ordering of the hydrogen bonding system at the
phase transition between the 5 and the £ phases forces the crystal structure to become monoclinic, and at the same time the modulation vector locks in and turns.
Strong correlations must be present between the three. The history dependence of
the monoclinic distortion and the lock-in just below the Néel temperature imply
a correlation between monoclinicity, internal strain and magnetic ordering. I hope
my results can serve as a warning for scientists performing experiments on PAMC
in the future; thus giving rise to better (and compatible) results. I also believe
t'iat with knowledge of detailed phase sequences and crystal structures of similar
compounds it will be possible to gain better insight to the dominating mechanisms
in these complicated systems.
The main purposes of the work on MnSi was to look for critical scattering just
above the Néel temperature (T/v = 29 K) and to get an idea of the magnetic
structure in a small pocket below the Néel temperature, phase 'A'. Due to the
large background scattering from the magnet, it has not been possible to conclude
anything from the measurements of the critical scattering. However, the temperature dependent measurements showed indications of some phase transition below
4.2 K, as the length of the modulation vectors is approaching a constant value
and the correlation length for the satellite peaks is decreasing. Field dependent
measurements were performed at 4.2 K and at 28 K. The measurements at 4.2 K
were done carefully and a detailed data analysis could be done, showing a phase
transition at. ~ 018 T, where the modulation vectors turn from the high symmetry [001] direction (close the the field direction) towards the (111) directions. This
phase transition can be seen as increasing correlation lengths of the satellites. The
field dependent results at 28 K finally established the nature of phase 'A' - this
phase is antifrrromagnetic with modulation vectors perpendicular to the magnetic
field.
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These results definitely leave many unanswered questions about the magnetic
phases in MnSi. Most important, a more detailed field dependent data set at 28
K would shed light upon phase 'A'. Successful wide-angle data would also give
insight to whether phase 'A' is partly ferromagnetic. Questions like the origin of
the weak second order harmonic reflections and the critical scattering should be
rather easy to answer, if the experiments suggested in this report are performed.
Finally, a method was developed for analysing single crystal data from a SANS
spectrometer, and the equations for the scattering function (the resolution function
convoluted by the the scattering cross section of a crystal with Bragg reflections
of finite width) was implemented in a least-squares programme. The equations
are based on Gaussian approximations to all the transmission functions of the
apertures in the flight path as well as of the peak shape of the Bragg reflections.
From the data analysis performed on the MnSi data, it has become clear that the
method is efficient and fast in practice.
The calculations of the resolution function are based on an analysis in the
position-angle-wavelength space, thus it is relatively easy to redo the calculations
for somewhat different experimental geometries (like the use of a crystal monochromator instead of a mechanical wavelength selector). Furthermore, the small-angle
approximation was not included for the scattering angle, and the expressions are
generally valid for double axis spectrometers and will hopefully show to be useful
for experiments performed on such.
Personally, I have gained a lot of experience from the last three years of work most of it not possible to write in a few lines. However, one of the major experiences
is probably that the outcome of experiments is unpredictable - something that is
easy to realise in theory and much harder to realise in practice.
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A The parameters a, b c, d, g, ft,
and j
The neutron distribution in the five dimensional parameter space (x,y, x ' , y \ AA/A)
is:
exp f - ^ ( a y 2 + by'2 + rfyy' + yx 2 + Ax'2 + jxx' + c(AA/A) 3 )
a,b,c,d,g,h
and j do only depend on the experimental components described in
section 5.3:
< V 2 * , 2 2 + <r»i2ff».*«2 +
b
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| 2
2
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B

The parameters A,B,C,D and E

The change in q-vector, due to afinitechange in x,y.x' ,t/ and AA/A is described
in section 5.4 as
A q = Ax + Br' + Cy + Dy + E —
with
A

=

~C°t °cos*

k) I
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—r- I sind cos1
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C

The parameters a, /?, 7,6, e and £

The resolution function is written as

fi({<L,q).exp^

2(4<Q

_^

--j

where.
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Rewriting the parameters, so that the dependence on Aq is extracted gives:
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D T h e p a r a m e t e r s m, u-2, u^ u^
ti5, wc, "i, w-2, W3, W4, w;5 and ul6
The resolut ion given as a funrtion of A q is
# ( ( q } . q ) = flo**P ( » i A f 2 4- u 2 A f 2 + U3A9: + iMAfc-Af,
+usAqTSq,

4- Urt-l?,A<j-)
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This expression can be transformed t o the r-coordinate system where
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E The parameters n-2, TI3, TI4, B5,
no, n'2, 713, n 4 , n 5 and rig
The convolution product between the resolution function and the mosaic spread
and finite correlation of the crystal is given in (71):
n-z -
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For infinite correlation, (72) is valid:
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